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ABSTRACT
D. J. "Joe" Saia, of Frontenac, Kansas, has been county commissioner
and the leader of the Democratic Party in Crawford County, Kan~as, for
the past three decades. An unemployed coal miner with an eighth-grade
education, the county comm;i.ssioner from Frontenac came from the bottom
of the social pyramid. He was able, through his adaptability, tenacity,
basic understanding of human nature, and undying concern for those in
need, to fight his way to the position of chairman of the Crawford County
Board of Commissioners and the leader of a successful political
organization.
The road to power wr:..s not an easy path, and Joe Saia collected his
scars in the rough-and-tumble world of grass-roots politics. The scar
tissue accumulated from his political bouts d.i.d not harden him to the
needs of those who Cillne to him for assistance. The Crawford County
cOlY'Jl1issioner has spent much of his time since taking office in 1939
listening and responding to the many requests from his constituents.
This thesis examines D. J. Saia's career from the time he entered
the political scene and looks into accomplishments during the many years
he has served in office. It also reviews the economic and social
environment which acted as a catalyst for his involvemeul. in policies.
By studying the career of this Crawford County politician, some in-




Poli tics ill Crawford County has been influenc/;·d by the large number
of eastern and southern European immigrants who migrated into the county
to work in the coal mines. The Italian immigrants, not knowing the
English language and unfami'liar with the ways of the new l~LUd, depended
upon a man who lived in America and could speak English and italian,
the "padronc". The padrone, usually appointed by the Italian '~()nGuI,
directed the immigrants to their jobs and found them housing. The
immigrants, a.fter settling in the county, continued to depend upon the
padrone to represent them in disputes with their elllployers~ to lend th:;;m
money when unforeseen circumstances ~ccurred, and generally to look after
their interests.
The residents of the coal fields of Crawford County often depended
upon a strong man to represent them in politics after the padrone system
vanished. The immigrants in the county, largely from Austria and Italy,
had been farm workers befe're they migrated to the United States. They
brought from their small villages the concept that politics wa3 a personal
concern. In Italy the function of government was vested in a powerful
local ruler called the "padrone", a term carried over to )...rnerica by the
immigrants. The peasants of the Village depended upon this patriarch
to provide the services they needed. The irr~igrants in America soon
looked to their party leaders in the same fashion.
,Toe Saia since the 1930 I S has been a padrone to the residents of
the second co~~ission district of Crawford County. He was trusted be-
C<HlSe he shared many of their experiences and could understand their
problems and concerns. It was only natural that when someone had a
problem, such as needing employment or assistance in filing claims for
vi
social security benefits, he would immediately call the county com-
missioner from Frontenac. Saia, no matter when called, listened to
the caller's problem and tried to help; he usually could help because
of his office and stature in the Democratic Party. This is why his
constituents have l'e-elected him nine times and why, under his





TIlE ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT
OF CRAWFORD CO{!NTY
The political system of, Crawford Coun~y is, perhaps, the most
unique in the state of Kan~as. The county's chief industry, coal
mining, was Bharply cu:rtal.led in the 1930 's cre2.ting large numbers of
unemployed and underemployed laborers. Economically displaced workers
were so numerous and so heavily dependent on governmental assistance
that they changed the total po itical perspective of the county,
developing what may be accurately described as the "politics of relief."
To understand this unusual political development, it is necessary to
consider the economic and political history of Crawford County.
Crawford County, located in southeastern Kansas and bordering on
the state of Missouri, had a population of 37,850 i.n 1970. The
population is concentrated in two of its nine townships, the south-
eastern townships of Baker and Washington. Pittsburg, the largest
urban area, has a population of 20,171 and is located in Baker Township.
Washington'Township's largest concentrations of population are the
cities of Arma, with a population of 1,34.8, and Frontenac ,with 2,223
inhabitants. These two townships contain sixty-five per cent of the
population of Crawford County. The only other concentration of
population in the county is the city of Girard, the county seat, with
a population of 2,591. The rest of the county is composed of farm
1
land with a few f::trm oriented hamlets in each township.
It was in Washington Townshi.p wP.ere most of the mining camps
2
were located. The coal field of Crawford County cuts diagonally
from the southwest to the northeast across the county from Cheroll:ee
1.
2
County to Arcadia t'tnd then slopes eastwr.-t'd into Missouri. Throughout
the area there are rel:linders of bygone ;~oal days; graded mounds of
subsoil, old l'·sting aba~doned coal cars, ~nd an occasional dilapi-
dated miner's house or company store. A large ethnic population is
evidenced by the names of some of the businesses, such as Naccarato's
grocery in Capaldo and Mama Frasco's restaurant in Frontenac, and by
social events such as the boccie tournaments each year at the Arma
Homecoming and polka dancing every Friday night at Barto's Idle
Hour. The heavy percentage of eastern and southern European stock
in this area of Crawford County helped cause state politicans to
refer to Southeast Kansas as "the Balkans." The 1930 census in-
dicated that forty-eight per cent of the foreign stock in Crawford
3
County resided in Washington Tovmship.
The usual image of Kansas-one of wheat fields and farmers-is
not entirely accurate. Kansas, in fa.ct, ranked third in the United
States in total coal production in 1898 according to the ~Eited
4
Mine Worker's Journal, and the Dillingham Commission on Immigration
in Industries went so far as to label the coal miners ::l.n Kansas in
1911 as the "stronghold of unionism" in the southwestern part of the
5
United States. Furthermore, eighty-five per cent of the coal pro-
6
duct ion in Kansas cmna from the Cherokee-Crawford coal fields.
Before the Eastern railroad companies appeared and a mining
industry developed, Crawford County had indeed fitted the usual
Kansas image. It was largely a prairie with a small amount of timber
flourishin.g along the banks of the county's streams. T'ne county was
3
sparsely inhabited by Osage Indians whose members continued to re-
side in the county until 1907 when they were removed to a reservation
7
in Oklahoma.
The first white settlers staked claims in the early 1850's in
the northeastern area, now Lincoln Township. Originally, Crawford,
Cherokee, and a part of Bourbon County were a single unit named
McGhee County. In 1867 the area had grown sufficiently that it was
8
subdivided, and on February 13, 1867, Crawford County was formed.
The thinly settled area received a boost when the Kansa.~ City,
Fort Scott, and Gulf Railroad laid tracks through Crawford County
in order to connect Fort Scott and Baxter Springs. The railroad
soon proved to be an important factor in the county's economic growth,
but not all of the residents of the area. welcomed its coming. Much
of the- land purchased by the railroad had been staked out by the
early settlers, and they were not inclined to give up their land.
The settlers soon organized and tried to forestall the progress of
the railroad by harassing surveyors and agents employed by the rail-
road. The situation became uncontrollable, and a detachment of U.S.
troops were sent to re~tore the peace and insure the railroad's con-
9
struction. This would not be the last time that troops would be
sent into the county to quell civil strife.
Coal was discovered early in Crawford County's history, but
its co~~ercial value was not realized until the 1870's. It was
during that decade that local entrepreneurs began to realize that
the demand for cheap fuels by the lead and zinc smelters in the
Joplin area could turn the mining of coal into a profitable
resie: .
4
business. The biggest impetus to the development of coal mining was
the demand for fuel caused by the growth of railroads in Southeast
Kansas. In 1877, the first underground mine in the county was sunk
10
in Pittsburg near where Second and Pine Streets intersect.
The demands for coal increased attracting interest of outsiders
to the coal fields. The first Eastern railroad to become involved
in the Crawford County coal fields was Jay Gould's Missouri-Pacific.
The Missouri-Pacific laid its tracks through Crawford County in
1885 and soon began buying coal lands. Mining operations were begun
immediately by the Western Coal and Mining Company, also controlled
11
by the Gould interests.
The same year that the Western Coal and Mining Company began
operations, the Santa Fe railway began purchasing coal lands and
12
setting up company houses in the area which was to become Frontenac.
Not wanting to be left behind, the Frisco railway invested in coal
13
land and established the Kansas Texas Coal Company. Heavy invest-
ments by the Eastern interests soon forced the small inuependent
mining companies to withdraw. The coal fields became controlled by
the "Big Four"; the Western Coal and Mining Company, the KD.r,sas
Texas Coal Company, the Central Coal and Coke Company, and the
Southwestern Coal and Improvement Company. By 1886 a boom had
14
developed in the county's coal district. The increased demand for
coal :·t' ~ed a desperate need for miners. Since most of the native
did not want to work in the mines, outside sources of
15
labor V":. ~ needed.
5
The first influx of miners from outside of Kansas were of
English, Irish, Scotch, and. Welsh stock from the Pennsylvania
coal fields. A large number of these Pennsylvania ndners came to
Kansas after they had lost, their jobs because of their union
activities in the East. This migration of union activists planted
the seeds of unionism which flourished in the Clmnty. The miners
had a sense of workers' solidarity from the start. Others came.
because they were displaced by the flood of immigrants from eastern
and southern Europe which had engulfed the Eastern United States'
coal fields with cheap labor. This oft repeated cycle partially
explains the difficulties in organizing labor during the late nine-
teenth century. Every tlme a group would attempt t organize, it
would be replaced by the newest immigrants who possessed little
knowledge of the economic system and were willing to work for
lower wages. This situatlon eventually affected Crawford County,
for with the influx of the new immigrants, the English, Irish,
Scotch, and Welsh miners moved on to Texas, Colorado, and New
16
Mexico.
The increased supply of labor helped coal mining become Craw-
ford County's major economic activity. New mines vere sunk, but
still the demand for coal was not satisfied. Coal operators
sought foreign labor to work in the mines, prompting eastern and
southern Europeans to migrate to Cra1,ldord County. Thus the "new
irrunigl'ants" ultimately composed three quarters of the miners in
17
Kansas. A large percentage of these "new immigrants" were Italians
18
who migrated to Crawford County between 1895 and 1915.
6
This migration into Crawford County coincided with the late
nineteenth cent lry exodus of seven million Italians to the United
19
States. The Italian migration was caused .by the depleted soil and
the loss· of Italy" s two ch;ief foreign markets. In the late 1880' s
the French government imposed high tariffs on Italian wines, which
meant that they could no longer compete with French wines. Further-
more, the United States developed her om1 citrus fruit industry,
20
decreasing the demand for Italian lemons and oranges.
The rapidly deterj.orating economic situation in Italy caused
thousands of Italians to come to America. So many Italians left
Italy for America that at the turn of the Nineteenth Century the
mayor of an Italian to~~ greeted an honored visitor on behalf of
the town's eight thousand citizens, "three thousand of whom are tn
21
America and the other five thousand preparing to follow them."
The' bulk of the Italian immigration to America came from the
southern provinces of Italy; Abruzzi, Avellino, Basilicates, Sicily,
22
Naples, and Calabria.
The demand for unskilled labor along with the large n,umbers
of Italians coming to America developed a system in which a middle
man, the padrone, supplied laborers to industries. The padrone
system worked as follows: the padrone would make an agreement with
a mine 0"~rator to furnish him with necessary labor. The padrone
would find a large concentration of unemployed Italians and
send th .,'\ to the mine where they were contracted to work. The




The padroni were often bankers who would lend to the immigrant,
at six per cent i.nterest, the train fare to the job. The Banco
Italiano has been credited with sending 14,000 Italians to America
between 1861 and 1884. The padrone, after securing the necessary
number of immigrants, made sure the workers made it to their johs,
24
and often supplied credit for food, clothing, and shelter.
Overall, the padrone system played a key role in the Italians'
settling in America. It helped the Italian immigrant, who was un-
familiar with the English language, to secure employment. The
Italians, by banding together, avoided some of the cuI"tu:i."al shock
experienced by other immigrants. Some padroni exploited immigrants,
but a majority provided the immigrant with a job and security, thus
fulfilling the SaIJ1e function that political ward heelers had pro-
vided for the Irish in New York and Boston.
Some of the new imraigrants came to Crawford County from the
Eastern coal fields, but a great majority came directly to the Kansas
25
coal fields after getting off the boat. The immigrants whose
destination was Kansas were processed at Ellis Island and the~
hurried to the Jersey City railway depots where they boarded trains
26
to the coal fields. Since the immigrants could not read English, a
tag was placed on their person stating their name and destination.
Vfuen the immigrants arrived in Crawford County they were met at the
railway station in Pittsburg by the local padrone, Nick Simion.
Simion, who was appointed by the Italian consul, could speak Italian
and directed the immigrants to the mining camps where they would live
8
and work. Simion saw that the immigrants had work and acted as their
27
guardian. The mining camps were well suited for the Italian immi-
grants, most of whom had been farm laborers'in Italy, for they could
28
readily maintain their customs in the camps. Perhaps this explains
why many Italians who left Crawford County to seek employment elsewhere
29
returned to the area upon their retirement.
The greatest number of European immigrants in Crawfct' County
were Italians and Austrians, with the former comprisi. " largest
ethnic group in the coal fields. Ethnic groups, howev. did not
form the basis of political organization in Crawford County. There
were instances in which an ethnic group dominated a particular mining
camp, as the Italians did in Little Italy. Most of the camps could be
considered melting pots since they were composed of several different
European groups along with the native-born. 'l'he miners developed a
class consciousness, and, instead of concentrating on making gains
for their particular group, they realized that only through a united
movement could the miners achieve their goals. This social awareness
displayed by the miners is unusual in the United States and helps
explain why the residents of the coal fields were to have such a.n
influence on the politics of Crawford County.
New mining camps were organized as each influx of immigrants
reached Crawford County. Litchfield, the first company tm<m in'
30
Crawford County, was constructed in 1880 by the Oswego Coal Company.
Several factors gave rise to the mining camps; the pressing need for
quick and inexpensive housing for the miners, the relative permanence
9
of the mining shaft, and the lack of cheap transportation. In
addition, the record keeping was easier since a miner Vlould have
his rent and his account at the company store withdrawn from his
paycheck. This explains the existence of so many mining camp towns
:~l
in Crawford County.
The coal industry remained the major economic activity in the
county until the 1930's. The decline in coal production actually
began in the 1920's, but the sharpest decrease came in the 1930's.
The number of miners dropped from 5,460 to 998 between 1923 and
32
1938. The main causes of this decline were: the general economic
impact of the depression, the rise of the less expensive I3trip
mining method that required fewer mj.ners, labor problems, and compe-
33
tition from 011 and gas as cheaper sources of fueL Therefore,
Cl'awford County miners were forced to move to other mining areas,
give up mining and seel{ employment elsewhere, retire, 01" rely on
34
welfare. The effects of the demise of underground coal mining are
reflected in the population figures of the county. The population
of the county decreased twenty-five per cent between 1927 ,and 1940,
while the population of Washington 'Ibwnship, whose economic life
depended on mining, dropped forty-nine per cent during the same
35
period. Joe Saia's political career began during this period when
the mining area was struggling to diversify its economy. Diversi-
fication of any economy means a certain amount of displacement and
hard times for the workers, but in this instance, the problem was
compounded by the national depression. The large number of displaced
workers and the New Deal relief programs under the Roosevelt
10
stake in politics. In Italy, power was vested in the local ruler
This lack of formal education meant thateighth grade education.
brought with them to America the belief that they had a personal
politics lacked sophistication. Another important factor that made
federal government to provide solutions to their problems. County
politics in the county so unique was the fact that the immigrants
Crawford County politics were strange and anachr nistic, but
as the "poli tics of relief.," It was under these condi tiolls that Joe
Saia was first elected as a county commissioner in 1938.
with justification. Many miners left school at an early age to work
politiCS took on the charact~ristics of what can be best described
the average citizen of Crawford County had the eqUivalent of an
36
Administration meant that the laborer increasingly relied on the
in the mines and, therefore, had only a limited education. In 1940,
upon whom they depended to supply them with services. In Crawford
political machines, reminiscent of the 1920's, still play ~ role in
the one to decide who would get jobs and assistance. This is why
County they viewed the local party leader in the same light; he was
the 1970's. When one has no job and a family to feed, a job with
argument. Crawford County had a long tradition of supporting reform
the County Roads Department meant much more than any ideological
movements that offered to improve the conditions of the citizens.
business interests and have given in to them only after a fight.
From the outset, its residents have looked with suspicion at outside
This was evidenced by the land squatters who, in 1869, fought the
. railroad attempts to construct a railway through their land.
11
of the Greenback movement and the coal miners of the area. The Union
;ounty.
The Greenback
The Union Labor Party united the causes of the
enough strength to influence the two major parties.
to the miners.
mands, such as governmental ownership of the railroads, which appealed
38
In 1888, the Union Labor Party was formed from the remnants
basic changes in the economic and political system.
The first organization to take advantage of this coalition was
Labor Party embraced moet of the Greenbacks' policies but added de-
Party made many Crawford County voters aware of the need for some
One of the first political movements to gather considerable
state, from 1876 to 1886. Although the Greenbackers were never
were strong in the county, as well as in most of the rest of the
support in the county was the Greenback movement. The Greenbackers
strong enough to elect their county candidates, they did exert
37
the Farmers' itl.liance and Industrial Union. The Alliance grew so
have enough power to place the reformers in control of the county.
farmers and workers paving the way for an organization that would
fast that soon after its formation every school district in the county
programs in 1896 rejuvenated the Democratic Party in Crawl
had its Alliance organization. By 1890, the Alliances were so strong
that the Democratic Party disappeared in the county as a viable
39
political organization. Out of the Alliance, the People's Party
of William Jennings Bryan and the adoption of many of the P oulist's
(Populist) was formed. The People's Party drew such support that in
40
1890 the Populists elected every county official. The nomination
12
By molding together a fusion of Populists and workers, the Democrats
were able to carry the county fOT Bryan with fifty-five per cent of
41
the vote, three per cent above the state total for Bryan. While
these organizations inclu~ed in their platforms some programs for
the working man, they were, on the whole, aimed at the needs of the
agrarians. The coal industry had become important in the county
drawing large numbers of workers, therefore a separate organization
was needed to represent the demands of the proletariat. On
December 3, 1898, District 14 of the United Mine Workers of America
(U.M.W.) was orTanized, initially consisting of eleven local unions
42
with 901 members.
Earlier attempts to organize the miners were thwarted by the
efforts of the "Big Four" coal companies. In 1893, a strike was
called by the miners to achieve recognition of their right to
black
Some 375 black miners were recruited
44
and sent into the coal fie·lds. This practice was not new. It was
organize. The strike was broken when the "Big Four" Imported
43
miners as strike breakers.
in fact, used frequently by management because the blacks ,vere
generally unaware of the concept of u ionism and hence less likely
to join a union. Therefore, the first attempt at ox-ganization was
defeated.
The miners regrouped and went on strike again on M~y 13, 1899.
The main objective was to force the "Big Four" to recognize the
L!5
United Mine Workers as the sale bargaining agent for the miners.
The strike lasted for a rna th, at which time management ag in brought
13
large numbers of blacks from outhern Alabama into the coal fields.
Some 1,300 blacks were brought into the area and housed in stockades
46
to protect and shield them from the union miners whom they replaced.
The coal operators intended this large migration of black miners to
break the strike, but the union miners were able to co vince the
black miners of the worthiness of their cause and the need for
solidarity. This c~lpaign by the union miners turned the tide in
favor of the miners and by July, 1899, all of the local coal companies
had recognized District 14 of the U.M. W. Whi.le the "Big Fo II''' still
refused to recognize the miners' union, they were forced to sign a
contract stating that they would not discriminate between. union and
47
non-union miners.
An uneasy truce existed between the operators and the miners
after this successful strike. The union took advantage of this
truce and concentrated its efforts upon organizing the coal fields.
This was not an easy task because o·f the large influx of immigrants
into the county. The Dilli·ngham Commission on Immigration in
Industries described the problems of organizing the coal fi.elds:.
The problem confronting the labor unions at the outset
was diffi.cult, and steadily grew harder and more exacting.
The new workers in the fields were without Imowledge as to
what wages, hours, or conditions of vork they should seek.
Most of the incoming foreigners were without resources and
under t e necessity of obtaining worl~ immediately on the best
terms that could be secured. Very few could speak the English
language, an~ agitation among them had to be conducted through
interpreters. 48
Despite these difficulties, the organizational efforts of District
14 were successful and the Dillingham Commission reported "the coal
miners of Kansas have been the stronghold of unionism ll in the
14
southwestern United States. What was most unusual about the efforts
of District 14 was its success in organizing the newly arrived
immigrants. While nationwide only nineteen. per cent of the southern
Italians were affiliated with trade unions, in Kansas ninety-eight
49
per cent belonged to a union.
In 1906, with the election of Alexander Howat as president of
Distr" ct 14, anew, powerful, and humane voice came to the miners.
Born in Glasgow, Scotland, Howat migrated with his parents to America
where he ended up in Crawford County. Howat, who began working in
the mines at the age of ten, was a highly respected leader in the
50
union movement. Mother Jones, the nationally known labor leader
from the Trinidad coal fields in Colorado, called Howat one of the
51
greatest labor leaders of all time. In his lifetime, Howat was held
in confidence by such great leaders as Clemenceau, Garibaldi, Lloyd
George, Ramsey McDonald, and was probably one of the few men to hold
52
the confidence of Kerensky, Stalin, and Trotsky at the same time.
Even more remarkable, this man from Franklin, Kansas, had the coal
fields organized to the point where union membe:cship reach7d almost
53
one hundred per cent.
Howat's influence was tested in 1919, when a national strike was
called by the international board of the U.M.W. over Vlorking hours
and wages. Soon after the strike was called, the Attorney General of
the United States, A. Mitchell Palmer, secured an injunction against
the strike and John L. Lewis, president of the U.M.W., backed down
and called off the strike. Being independent and committed to his
15
miners, Howat continued the strike in his district. This resulted in
the governor of Kansas, Henry J. Allen, ordering the state to take
over mining operations. This still had no effect on the striking
miners. In desperation, the governor advertised in newspapers for
mine workers. The following is taken from the Pittsburg Da·oly Head-
light:
WANTED - One thousand able bodied men to dig coal to
keep the home fires burning in Kansas. Experience unnecessary.
Hardy, young men, able to take care of themselves and to wield
a pick and shovel preferred. Travelling expenses and at least
$5 a day guaranteed by the state of Kansas • • . Apply in
person, by telegraph~ or by mail to Governor Henry J. Allen,
State House, Topeka.o4
The miners' places were soon taken by eager ex-service men and
college students. A regiment of Kansas National Guard and a detachment
of Federal troops were sent into the county to make sure that the mines
operated. This added to the burden of the miners for they now faced a
coalition of business and government, determined to keep them in their
places. Tne miners realized that pure and simple unionism was not
enough, and that in order to break this oppressive coalition they must
turn to politics.
The coalition of business and government was joined by big unions
during the strike of 1921. This strike was initiated over the issue
of the Industrial Code Act passed by the Kansas legislature in 1920.
This act gave the courts the full power to arbitrate labor-management
disputes. The most controversial part of the act was Section Five,
which stated that no union or person could call a strike "for the
55
purpose of willfully hindering, delaying, or suspending the act."
16
Howat, in 1921, backed a strike to test the validity of the act.
Soon afte~ the strike was called the Attorney General of Kansas
countered by securing an injunction against the strike. Howat refused
to re~ognize the injunction, and he and the vice president of
District 14 were arrested and jailed. Despite efforts by John L. Lewis,
the mine operators, and the state of Kansas, the strike continued.
Lewis, faced with a challenge to his control of the U.M.W., reacted
harshly, suspended District 14's char~er, and set up a new provisional
union. The miners reacted by blowing up mines, and the coal field was
on the verge of open warfare. John Wa.lker, president of the Illinois
Federation of Labor, reported to his organization: "They [Crawford
County miner~ are made serfs down there. The kids are going without
food and ~o are their parents. But they will stand like men, stand
56
and die standing."
The strike of 1921 was climaxed by a series of marches conducted
by the wives and families of the striking miners. Frustrated by the
la.ck of progress of the strike and having felt the economic pinch of
,
their husband's loss of pay, the miners' families decided to take
action on their cwn. In a series of marches, in which the procession
of marchers would extend over a mile in length, these women stopped
work at the mtnes still in operation. These efforts by the women
frequently led to violence. In response to the violence and the
rumors that the women would march on Pittsburg and lay siege to the




The strike ended with the appearance of the troops. The miners
who took part in the strike found that it would not be easy to
return to their jobs. In an effort to destroy the influence of Howat,
whom he feared as a rival for the presidency of the D.M.W., Lewis
gave the provisional unions sale power to accept or reject applicants
for membership in the new locals. This coincided with tIe coal
operators' decision not to replace any provisional union members with
58
returning strikers. Thl e situation lent itself to corruption. Joe
Saia, who was himself involved in the strike, reported there were
cases where a man who wanted a job would hav~ to bribe the head of
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the local with a jug of wine or some pigs.
The 1921 strike, although ending the career of Howat :Ln the U.M.W.,
did not permanently damage the labor movement in the county.. It
served however to show the miners that "pure and simple unionism"
could not break the coalition that was pitted against them. The rise
of the Socialist Party in the early twentieth century in the county
involved the miners once more in politics. One of the aims of the
.
Socialist Party was to break the hold the older parties had upon the
immigrants. The two partj.es had adopted corrupt practices in the coal
field to secure the inunigrant vote. The miners from Austria and Italy
were unfamiliar with the democratic process, making them easy prey to
the cyni~al political operators. An example of this was the natural-
ization of the immigrants. The alj,.ens signed declarations of intention
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for naturalization which entitled them to vote. The clerk of the district
• - - -- '7
court was also the custodian of the naturalization forms. Before an
election, the clerk would circulate blank forms in the mining camps. Those
18
aliens who signed the forms were eligible to vote. The clerk then
handed a marked ballot to the alien, instructed him to vote
accordingly and provided a free drink. The filing fee of one dollar
for each intention was paid by the clerk through his political party.
It has been estimated that there were hundreds of votes cast this way
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from 1890 to 1906.
The miners, faced with a hostile coalition of business and govern-
ment, felt that they had to effect some drastic changes in the economic
and political system. The feelings of the miners were best expressed
by their attorney when testifying before the state lebislature: "but
don't fox'get that for years these miners have lived like dogs. You
have turned your backs on them, session after session. Society put
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out its fangs against them."
Many miners joIned the Socialist Party in order to breal~ the hold
that the coal opel'ators had on the government and to challenge the
corrupt political parties. When J. A. Wayland moved the Appeal !~
Reason to Girard, Kansas in 1902, the Socialist Party established
its first effective mouthpiece. A Socialist party was organized,
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composed mainly of miners and former Populists. The Socialist Party
grew strong enough to carry the county for Eugene V. Debbs for
President in 1912 in addition to electing every county official except
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tl~ county coroner and superintendent. Alarmed by the success of the
Socialist Party in 1912, the older parties initiated desperate tactics
against the Socialists. Soon a red scare developed in the county.
This mood was reflected on the front page of the Pittsburg ~aily Hea'!.-
. lig~! just before the 1914 elections, "THE QUESTION AT THE POLLS TODAY:
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Shall the Stars and Stripes be replaced by a red flag?"
19
The Socialist Party declined following World War I as a result
of "the red scaro ll an the party's opposition to the war, and Craw-
ford County followed the national trend to "normalcy," Republican
candidates for President carri.ed the county from 1920 to 1928
despite opposition from the miners. With the depression and the
decline of the mining industry, the main concern for the miners was
who could best pl'ovide them with relief and jobs, It was in this
atmosphere that the Democrats, under Franklin D. Roosevelt, became
the dominant party.
It is fundamentally because of coal mining that Crawford County
politics are so unique. The eastern and southern Europeans settled
in the county because of the demand for large nwnbers of unskilled
labor to work in the mines. Although the immigrants had been farm
workers and had little knowledge of the concept of industrial
democracy, a class consciousness developed. The social awareness
manifested itself in the numerous coal field strikes and ultimately
in the rise of the Socialist Party in the co"unty. With the decline
of mining and ensuing high unemploynent, the former miners depended
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CHAPTER II
THE POLITICAL EDUCATION OF D. J. SAIA
Any study of recent politics in Crawford County must center
around the career of D. J. ",Joe" Saia. Sa~a, who left school at
an early age to work in t4e mines to help support his family, has
been the maj.n influence on the Democratic Party of Crawford County.
Joe's political expertise resulted from many years involvement in
labor union organizing. It was therefore necessary to consider the
baclground and the influences involved in his entrance into politics.
David Joseph Saia was born on May 2, 1904, to Phillip and
Elizabeth Piraro Sa'a, in Chicopee, Kansas, a small mining community
to the south and west of Pittsburg. Phillip Saia was born in Cefalvo,
a small farming hamlet in Sicily, and was an unskilled farm laborer.
With the economic decline that crippled Italy in the late nineteenth
century, Phillip Saia and his cousin Joseph left for America on the
Dancteline. On May 19, 1897, the Saias arrived in New York and went
directly to the Crawford County coal field. 1
Phillip Saia, like the other unskilled immigrants who came into
Crawford County, chose coal mining because it was 8n easY,skill to
learn. 3aia became involved in union activities almost immediately
and became good friends with District 14 leader Alexander Howat.
Joe Saia todcy states that eis skills in polit·cs were on a lar~e
part irulerited from his father's union activities. 2
At the age of thirteen, Joe Saia quit school and began Vlorking
in the Jackson-Walker mine number eleven. Joe was forced to quit
school to work bees" se he was the oldest of eight children and
25
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his father's salary was not sufficient to support the family.
Like his father, he was active in the miners' union. Young
Saia was selected to serve on the mine's pit committee, the
grass roots organization of the U,M.W .. Each mine had a
committee to represent the workers and bring to the pit bosses their
grievances. If the pit bosses did not settle the dispute, the
pit committee would take their case to the superintendent of
the mine and to their local union. It was here that Saia learned
the value of organization and leadership.3
Joe Sais never forgot his experiences &8 a coal miner. He
enjoyed working in the mines and recalls to this day that despite
the weather on the outs'de, the temperature was always moderate in
the mines. With the decline of underground coal mining, Saia, like
the rest of the miners, was forced to find another source of
income. 4
Saia left Crawford County in 1927 and went to Kansas City
to work on the railroads. ·He was first employed by the Rock Island
in railroad construction and then served as a special agent for the
Frisco railroad. 5 Joe held this position for two years before
returning to Crawford County where he opened a gasoline station in
Frontenac at the corner of 1cKay StrGet and Highway 160. 6
Joe Sain first became involved in Democratic politics during
the Alfred E. Sllli th campaign for Presj.dent in 1928. This campaign
is considered a signific...nt election for American ethnic groups.
Samuel Lubell considers that Smith's campaign was the mouthpiece
. of the "underpaid melting pot." It was Smith's appeal to the
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Catholic immigrant stock that absorbed many of the eastern and
southern European hyphenates into the Democratic Party.7
Crawford County Democrat's openly recruited the coal field
ethnic groups and, as a res'ul t, the party became a llleans for
their economic and social advancement. Subsequently, voters in
the former mining area became an important element in the county's
Democratic organization. Governor Harry Woodring, in recognition
of the ex-miners importance in the party, appointed the young pol-
itician from Frontenac a state vehicle inspector in 1930. With
this appointment, politics became Joe Saia's life and career. S
Robert Lane in his study, Pol:i_ tical Life, identified six
basic ~easons why people become involved in politics: for eco-
nomic gain, for social advancement, to gain a better understanding
of world events, to relieve intra-psychic tensions, to achieve
power, and to improve one's self-esteem. 9 These motivations,
according to Lane, exist in varying degrees among people who are
active in politics, but social and economic advancement are the
strongest motivations among ethnic groups. Social advancement
is important to a~ ethnic group such as the Italians because they
came to America for ecollomic opportunities and not for political
liberty. The .inm~igrant was told that American streets were lined
with gold, yet when the Italian arrived he found himself in the
lower class of what was alleged to be a classless society.
The second generation immigrant, unlike his parents, demanded
his fail' sllare of the AJnerican dream. This phenomenon is described
by Herbert Gans;
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Culturally only a few traces of the immigrant
Italian wuy of life are left in the second genera-
tion semi-skilled and unskilled workers. They still
prefer "Italian cooking" and they retain a speaking
Imowledge of their particular Italian dialect as a
second language, although their own children, the
third generation, are not being taught the language
and will grow up knowing only English. In short,
this second-generation Italian-American group is
ethnically (and class) enclosed, structurally, but
overwhelmingly acculturated to an American working-
class way of li£e. 10
This desire to rise socially and economically was frequently
frustrated as second generation Italian-Amer"cans found many
doors closed to them. Politics assumed an important role for
the ambitious Italian-American to compensate for a lack of
opportunities in other areas. knerican politics were fluid, and
any group that organ:ized its members and produced votes was
accepted by a political organization. Since most ethnic groups
in America lived in phyoically segregated areas, as was the case
in Crawford County, their vote would be more dominant and a
political party would, accordingly, be inclined to listen to their
demands ..
Ethnic politicians initially became involved in local'politics
because othnic voters are more concerned with local issues. Robert
Lane explains this as the lack of impartial non-political bureau-
cracy in local and county governments causing the distribution-
of jobs and public services to be in relation to the voting
strength of each group in the community. This relationship
between political strength and distribution of public services was
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more profound when the ethnic group resided in physically
separated areas. Street paving, sewage disposal, school
facilities, and jobs became political issues of great concern
to the ethnic groups.11
Joe Saia, reared in the belief of the workers need to
organize, naturally involved himself in political and union
affairs. When the Democratic Party recruited the labor commu-
nity in 1928, it was inevitable that Saia would become active
in party politics. Saia j in fact, believes that he"was forced
by circumstances into politics. He insists he never dreamt
of seeking an elective office and stated that with his lack of
formal education he probably could not have accomplished all
that he had without politics. 12 Politics is one of the few
fields where an individual, without much formal education, can
advance economically and socially.
Saia's success in politics can be directly attributed to
his understanding of human nature. Saia worked diligently in
Crawford County's Democratic Party and rose rapidly in the party's
runks. He was elected Democratic precinct committeeman for the
fourth ward in Frontenac in 1934, and on August 24, 1934, Saia
became vice chairman of the Crawford County Democratic Central
Committee. 13
D. J. 8aia made his first bid for public office in 1935 when
he ran for mayor of Frontenac. 1his first attempt holds the distinc-
tion as the only election the venerable politican from Frontenac ever
lost. In the 1935 mayor campaign Saia ran on the slogan "Down with
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Political Rings." the young, up-and-coming politician portrayed
himself as "a progressive candidate from the ranks who has no
political boss, who is not ruled by the privileged class or the
money changers.,,14 On election day, Joe was defeated by Henry
Charosset in one of the most heated city elections in Frontenac's
history. Charosset received 438 votes to Saia's 349. The
interest aroused in this election was illustrated by the fact
that eighty-three per cent of the registered voters of
Frontenac cast a ballot, a very high percentage for a local
election. 15
The Democratic landslide that took place throughout .the
nation in 1936 swept E. W. Patterson into Congress. Patterson,
who was from Crawford County, was in sympathy with the plight
of the unemployed in the county and would be an important voice
in Washington for the poor in Southeast Kansas. With the general
Democratic sweep in Kansas in 1936, the Democrats in the county
were elated. In Frontenac, enthusiasm ovei Roosevelt's re-
election and Patterson's victory was shown when several hundred
Democrats staged a mock funeral. The group found a coffin to
represent the defeated Republican candidates and place it on a
bier. The crowd then marched down the main street of Frontenac
and out to the city's cemetery where "Rev. Saia" officiated o-ver
a mock funeral accompanied by two accordionists playing "Nearer,
My God, to Thee." The parade marched on to Pittsburg and stopped
at several vantage points for Saia to read the "final service" for
the defeated Republicans. 16
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The election of Franklin D. Roosevelt elevated the
Democratic Party to a position of importance in the economic
life of the residents of Crawford County. It has been commonly
assumed that enactment of many of the relief programs during
the New Deal caused the power of political machines to decline.
The practice of party hacks distributing food baskets to the
poor became obsolete as the federal government distributed relief
funds; in reality, however, political machines grew out of the
New Deal. The machines developed during tho New Deal era became
distribution agencies for relief funds and determined who would
get relief jobs. In Crawford County this was true and was
evidenced in Dr. Allen Sandidge's Democratic organization.
Sandidge, a physician from Mulberry, forged a Democratic
machine in the county that was powerful and well organized. He
built a political organization that was loyal to him and ignored
the precinct committeeman. 17 Sandidge's Democratic organization
depended largely on the machine of C. C. Strand, a Pittsburg
pharmacist. Strand, who was nicknamed "C. Cigar Stub," bragged
of a machine with a membership of nine hundred.
.
In order to
receive political favors, such as a federal relief job, a person
would have to pay a twenty-five dollar "membership fee." It was
reported in the Frontenac Pr?s!?. that a grocer's son received-a
Worle Progress Administration job by checking off a grocery bill. 18
Once a person received a relief job, he would have to donate a
certain per cent of his salary to the Democratic Central
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committee. 19 In August, 1937, an investigator from the WPA's
Department of Investigation was sent to Crawford County to
investigate charges that the Sandidge organization had misused
20
federal funds.
Joe Saia was appointed relief foreman for the WPA through
the efforts of Congressman E. W. Patterson. In the 1930's the
Democratic County chairman was responsible for the appointment
of job-foremen and time-keepers in Kansas. The power that the
county chairman exercised explains how politics infiltrated the
WPA. Soon after his appointment as a relief foreman, Saia
became active in the WPA workers' union in order to challenge
the influence of Sandidge in the WPA. Sandidge resented this
affront to his control over relief programs and had Saia fired.
Congressman Patterson interceded and had Saia reinstated, but
Sandidge found another excuse to have Saia fired. In fact,
Saia was fired and rehired three times in one month. 21
Consequently, Joe quit his IVPA job and started his work in the
Farmer-Labor Union.
The Farmer-Labor Union was organized to represent relief
workers and the unemployed. Its small dues of ten cents a
month enabled the poor to join the union. The Farmer-Labor
Union ultimately became a state-wide organization and Joe Saia
was elected its first state president. The Union in Crawford
County was composed mainly of farmers who had lost their farms
during the Depression and former coal miners. 22
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As a reaction to the local WPA hiring practices the relief
workers' union was formed. One first had to be certified that
his income was low enough to be eligible for a relief job.
After certification, the hiring decision was up to the WPA
job foreman. Since R majority of the foremen were political
appointees of the Democartic County chairman, their hiring
methods had political overtones. 23 With 4,069 unemployed in
the county and only 2,037 WPA jobs,24 it is easy to perceive
the control the Democratic Party had over the WPA workers and
the desire on the part of the unemployed in the county to
have an equitable system of securing relief jobs without
political i terference.
Joe Saia, in an address over radio station KOAM, expressed
his philosophy on the hiring system of the WPA:
To have good government, you cannot have hungry
men made desperate by the needs of their families. I
am bitterly opposed to any system that makes provisions
to take care and provide for half of the needy while
the other half literally starve to death. That sort
of condition breeds discrimination and is unjust. 25
The discontent of the unemployed in Crawford County was
responsible for an open revolt in 1937 when the national director
of the WPA, Harry Hopkins, announced plans to cut the rolls of
the WPA by 1,600,000 by July 15. 26 Clarence Nevins, WPA
directoT for Kansas, in compliance with the nationwide WPA
reduction, was forced to cut 1,300 from WPA rolls in Southeast
Kansas. 27 As a protest to this reduction of WPA jobs and the
corrupt hiring practices, the Farmer-Labor Union held a rally
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at Frontenac on July 4, 1937, with Joe Saia the featured speaker.
In his speech, Saia assailed Dr. Sandidge and charged that in
order to receive WPA jobs applicants had to "pay for them."28
A decision was made at the rally for the Farmer-Labor Union to
lead a march on the district WPA headquarters in Chanute, Kansas.
Immediately after the rally, Saia began the necessary preparation
for the protest march. Union members were asked to donate fifty
cents each to finance it. 29
Early on the morning of July 6, some eighty-three unem--
played persons from Crawford County met at the Crawford County
State Park north of Frontenac and left for Chanute in a caravan
of ten cars and a large truck. The cars ranged from vintage
1920 to new 1937 models. Some of the cars carried up to seven
passengers, and fourteen rode in the truck. Saia experienced
problems in distributing the gasoline for the trip to Chanute.
Some vehicles got into line to get their tanks filled and did
not make the march ut instead went home with free gas. 30
When the III rehel'S arrived in Chanute, Saia had a meeting
with Rex Singleton, acting WPA district director. The district
director, Ben Hudson, was out of the state on vacation. Saia
told Singleton of the marchers' grievances and demanded that
Ben Blrdson return to Chanute from his vacation. In addition,
Sala told Singleton, "The only difference between us and
Hudson is that he is on full pay during his vacation, while we
are not accustomed to being on a payroll."31 After his meeting
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with Singleton, Saia led the marchers to the city park where
they stayed overnight sleeping on benches and the grass. Baia
and the other leaders of th~ march had rooms at the Tioga Inn
where they held conference's with Chanute businessmen and city
officials to secure food and some funds for the marchers. 32
Saia talked to state director Clarence Nevins by tele-
phone on July 7. Nevins promised to check the employment rolls
with a view of adding from one hundred to one hundred and fifty
additional workers in the district. 33 TIe director uddition-
ally agreed to reduce the 1,300 planned layoffs to 700. The
marchers returned to Crawford County at 11:30 a.m. but before
leaving, Saia told reporters, "We didn't get all we wanted
but we feel that we gai.ned at least a part of our objectives. ,,34
E. J. Terill, the WPA district supervisor, went to
Crawford County on July 10 and, with Ed Christian, county \~A
engineer, held a conference with Joe Baia to discuss the
possibility of creating the one hundred new jobs which Nevins
had promised. During the talks it became evident that there
would not be any additional job assignments.
The Crawford County WPA union leader called a second march
on Chanute after it became clear that the talks with Terill
led nowhere. At the conclusion of the conference Baia told
reporters:
Political officers are the ones who are drawing
their money. We have to stay here without work and
starve. Why should some eat and others starve? I
think the state officials are stalling us off .•••
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It is getting so no~ and I know ifs so, that
a man has to buy his job as they did following
the big strike in 1921 when he had to take a jug
of wine or some pigs to the "big boy" to keep
his job. We're going to do something about it
too, I am sure that my boys will want 'to go back
to Chanute and this t~me they are not going to
feel so good about this. They will be there to
get results. The fight has just now started. 35
The time between the conference with Terill and the second
march on Chanute was used by Joe Saia to collect funds and
organize. He planned to have a much larger and better organized
group which would be willing to stay until their demands were
met. Efforts were also made to insure that the marchers would
be not only from Crawford Count~ but from allover the district.
On July 22, at a rally in Arma, over seven hundred people hea.rd
the plans for the next march on the WPA offices in Chanute. The
main speaker at tne rally was again Saia who called for the
resignation of WPA district director Ben Hudson and his assistants,
Rex Singleton and E. J. Terill. The young labor organizer chaTged
that tnese officials of the WPA should resign 'because they were
"unfair to organized labor" and reminded the audience that there,
were 1,800 unemployed in Crawford County.36
This second march, called the "hunger march", took place on
July 27, 1937, and way considerably better organized than the
first. Saia appointed several lieutenants to check the vehicle~
which received gasoline. The "hunger march" was also much
better financed; WPA workers contributed to a fund for several
w~eks, and the march's war chest was around three hundred dollars.
A sit-in on the WPA office was planned to dramatize the demands
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of the marchers. Discipline was stressed, with Joe making it
clear before the march began that he was in charge and any-
one who would not listen to him would best 'stay home. 37
The "hunger march" consisted of two hundred and fifty
demonstrators of whom a proximately half were women. When
the marchers reached Chanute they occupied the WPA offices.
8&iB told Rex Singleton, as the marchers poured into the
offices, "It's a holiday for your office workers."38 The
marchers' leader explained why they we~e conducting the sit-
in strike in his speech to the WFA officers before occupying
the offices:
Our main objective is that the way you foreme
re discharging the me who won't run political
errands for the boss~s in our co' lties. Just the
boys who can get the approval of the county
Democratic chairman are keeping their jobs. And they
are dismissing men who have eight and ten in the
family to feed, and are leaving single men on the
job. 39
Giving recognition to the women who participated in the march,
a new demand included that "women be given the same cons'deration
as men employees."40
The two hundred and fifty demonstrator spent the night
sleeping in chairs and on the tops of desks. The WPA offices
did not have enough room for all, lOmd some of the demonstrators
were forced to . leap on the lawn in front of the building
housing the WPA offices. Saia left the WPA offices during the
evening a:J.d entered into negotiations with WPA and city officials. 41
In the negotiations, tile leader of the marchers made it clear to
Chanute officials that his goals were peaceful. He told the
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officials: "Our idea is merely to demonstrate to the higher-
ups that more money is needed for those starving people. They
are all hard working honest people who wou~d gladly work if
given a chance." When the'city officials asked him to lead
the demonstrators out of the WPA offices, Joe called for the
city attorney, T. R. Evans. Evans was asked about the legality
of the demonstrators occupying the offices. Evans replied that
"there is nothing legal about it" and the demonstrators would
have to leave the offices. Saia then promised that the marchers
would leave the WPA offices the next morning. 42 At 11:45 a.m.
on July 27, he led the protestors t the city park and declared,
"If our demands are not met, we will move back into the
building.,,43
The marchers' fu ds were soon epleted, and funding matters
were made worse by the arrival of seventy more demonstrators
from Columbus, Fort Scott, and Independence. The marchers soon
became dependent upon aid from the citizens of Chanute. The
"hunger march", without the support received from the peop'le
of Chanute, would have been called off after the first day
because of lack of food to feed the demonstrators. Aid from
the townspeople w s supplemented by trot lines set in the
Neosho River to catch fish. This aid from the people of Chanute
still was not enough, and food for the protestors had to be
rationed. Breakfast consisted of oatmeal and milk, and for
supper the demonstrators ate "JI;lulligan Stew", a dish made famous
by hoboes. 44
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A rally was held in the city park on the evening of July 27
to inform the people of Chanute of the marchers' demanJs and to
stiffen the morale of the demonstrators. Speaking at the rally,
Saia told the crowd about having witnessed cases where children
would ry themselves to sleep because of hunger while the
parents, filled with agony, tried to explain why they couldn't
find work. 45 He also let it be known he would offer no compro-
mises this time. "They would g'ladly give me a WPA job if I
would stop fighting for yo~' the leader from Frontenac shouted,
"but the only job I would take is Ben Hudson's job as district
director."46
Saia spent the next day in negotiations with city officials
and WPA officers. He demanded Nevins come to Chanute and take
part in the negotiations. Joe stopped the t lks and went back
to the city park to join the protestors after word came from
Topeka that it would be impossible for Nevins to come to Chanute.
This meeting decided, by an overwhelming vote, that Saia and
Ralph Ridley, president of the Kansas Allied Workers, another WPA
union, would conduct a sit-in strike in the district irector's
office. 47
Saia, upon enteri.ng the WPA offices, stated t at he and
Ridley intended to occupy Hudson's office until Nevins would come
to Chanute. The sit-in lasted for only half an hour. Lee Knapp,
the Chanute chief of 101ice, Dnd several officers soon arrived
at the WPA offices and forced t' e protestors to vacate the
offices. The two leaders upon leaving the WPA offices led the
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marchers gathered around the building back to the city park.
Joe then telegraphed Governor Walter Huxman asking him to seud
the National Guard into Chan]Jte to "assist in the peaceful
presentation of demands.f14~
Huxman immediately wired Saia back stating that while it
was impossible for him to send the National Guard to Chanute,
he would use his influence to help the workers. Huxman Iso
stated he would call a meeting between the state WPA director
and four of the marchers. Saia agreed to this, returned to
the park, and announced that the demonstration was over. Joe
'ssued a statement to the press before leaving Chanute explain-
in why he had called off the demonstration:
It is impossible for us to continue in our
fight for emplo ment justly entitled to us. In
the face of'such conditions, I shall urge these
hungry marchers to return to their home. However,
this fight is not yet ended. Organized labor aad
the iorgotten man and woman will not fail to
remember the occasion at the ballot box next
electjon. 49
The following week Saia and three other representatives of
the Farmer-Labor Union and Kansas Allied Workers went to Topeka
for the meeting ~rranged by the Governor. The organizer from
Frontenac became the spokesman for the WPA workers and force-
fully presented their case to Nevins. The state director
assured the union representatives that the reduction orders
were made only for the summer month and that it was expected
the Kansas quota for WPA jobs \ould be increased in the f 11.
Saia, besides talking with state WPA officials, also u~ j his
growing political influence in the state Democratic p~ to
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help find more jobs for the unemployed in Southeast Ka sas. He
first talked with Evan Griffith, state highway rlirector, telling
him that while 1,900 men were working on WPA projects in Crawford
county, an additional 1,700 men were certified as eligible for
relief wor but had not been provided with jobs. Griffith, who
had been WPA state director until he stepped down to take the
state lighway director post, was sympathetic with the plight of
the unemployed in Crawford County.50 Griffith promised to
discuss project~ with Charles VeIls of Baxter Springs, a member
of the state highway commission, with the goal of "putting as
many men to work in the southeast OKansas] district as
possible." 51
Saia met with Lynn Brodrick, Democratic National Committee-
man for Kansas, after talking with Griffjth. Brodrick assured
him that a Kansas congressional delegation would callan Harry
Hopkins, national director of WPA, on September 1, to urge
him to increase the WPA quota for Kansas from 23,000 jobs per
month to 29,000. 52 Crawford County's protest (and other similar
protests throughout the country) had its desired effect, for
on August 24, 1937, President Franklin D. Roosevelt announced
there would be no further WPA reductions. 53 While this announce-
mef.t solved the temporary problem of cutbacks in WPA jobs, the
basic problem of political interference in the hiring of WPA
workers remained.
Joe Saia, through his activities in Chanute and Topeka,
became the spokesman for the entire former mininO" area of
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Crawford County. He was trusted by the people because he
shared their plight and was considered to be one of them.
People respected h's willingness to fight for them. Despite
the demagoguery the young ,leader from Frontenac often used
in his speeches, the people in the coal fields soon began
to look to him as an alternative to Sandidge's Democratic
organization. Saia's control over the coal fields would lead
him to become a power in Crawford County politics. A direct
resul t of his rpl\. fight would be his election as county
commissioner in 1938.
oe Saia o. July 29, 19 8, at the age of thirty-five,
announced he would seek the Democratic nomination for County
Commissioner of the Second District. 54 Saia's interest in the
county corrunission was natural. The county commissione:t'~ were
responsible for the distribution of welfare funds and also
certified the unemployed for relief funds.
The Frontenac Democrat originally did not plan to seek the
office of county commissioner. He felt that because of his
Italian orighls, he could not win. Other Italian-Americans had
sought electiv office in Crawfor" County on bot. the Demo~ratic
nd 'Republican ticl{ets and had failed. Furthermore, Saia did
not want to run for office because his wife and children were
opposed to the idea. They had borne the trials of his WPA days
when he had been fired and hired several times a week. Joe now
had a steady j0b with the Joseph Smith Tobacco Company and they
wanted him to keep it.
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Saia instead sought to find another candidate to make the
race. He as{ed three different individuals to run for the office.
After each person agreed to ~un, Dr. Sandidge would force him to
withdraw by threatening hi~ job. Joe, faced with this situation,
decided to make the race himself. The reluctant candidate, with
his interest in relief programs, entered the race for county
commissioner feeling that he could accomplish mere s county
commissioner than in any other position open to him. 55 It is
because of tIts commitment that the political leader of Crawford
County never left hi job as county cOTInnissioner despite offers
of more prestigious offices. 56
Saia's 1938 platform reflected his concern for the unemployed
in the county. The platform had three major planks which he
reiterated in every campaign speech:
1. I favor an equitable distribution of the social security
for the old people.
2. I positively do not favor the hiring of snoope s to be
your case workers and will neither hire or recownend ~ y.
I propose the hiring of women who have been mothers ~s
case worl{ersJ - women with a heart who know what it is to,
try to raise a family on $38.50 a month.
3. I believe that this county is entitled to a commissioner
who will see that unemployed coal miners get their certi-
fication before their familie starve to death or before they
die from lack of medical attention. 57
Sandidge selected Ed Fleming' to run against Saia in the Democratic
primary and made sure Fleming's campaign wa~ well financed. On the
other hand, Joe depended upon contributions from VrPA workers. The
Saia campaign, in the primary election, cost less than one hundred
dollars. 58 Instead of depending upon a well financed campaign,
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Saia depended on the popularity he gained in the WPA fight and
on grass roots campaign stumping. lie spoke at every school
district and town meeting or anywhere he could gain the atten-
tion of a crowd of voters. Throughout the campaign, references
were made to his experience as a former coal miner and reminded
the voters of his fight for more WPA jobs. 59 Saia, at the
beginning of the primary campaign, experienced some problems
delivering his campaign speeches. Sandidge sent WPA foremen
and timekeepers to the place where Joe was to speak. These
men would heckle Saia's attempts to present his case. The
booing and cat-calling continued to plague Saia's campRign until
one evening when the candidate was to speak at Pittsburg. At
the meeting Joe was escorted by one known throughout the county
as a "strong arm man." When the hecklers began to boo Saia,
this escort stood up and threatened to bodily throw out the next
man who booed. That was the last attempt to heckle Saia and he
experienced no more problems during th rest of his campaign. 60
Bais won the nomination in the primary with fifty-two per
cent of the vote receiving 1,332 votes to Fleming's 840, while
442 votes were scattered between two minor candidates, George
Hallam and W. P. Johnson. The Frontenac Democrat's succe's in
the primary is best explained by his overwhelming populal"ity in
the former coal mining are;;, of Washington Township. In
Washington Townshi.p, Saia received 65.9 per cent of the total
vote compared to only 38.2 per cent in the five precincts out-
side of Washington Township. Without this overwhelming vote
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in Washington Township, which was largely composed of hyphen-
ated Americans over whom Sandidge had little influence, Joe
would have had a hard time winning the prim"ary.61
Saia's next target was Dr. San 'd~e himself who was up
for re-election as county chairman. At the Crawford County
Democratic Central Committee urganization meeting on August 20,
1938, in Girard t .e insurgent Democrats were out-maneuvered
by Sandidge. The Democrats who opposed the Crawford County
boss demanded a secret ballot. They realized that a large
number of the committee persons were WPA foremen, timekeepers,
and their relatives and would not openly oppose Sandidge .for
fear of their jobs. James Harvey, a committeeman from
Girard and spokesman for the insurgents, advocated a secret
ballot. Harvey charged that there had been a considerable
amount of intimi.dation on the part of Sandidge on WPA employees
and declared "it's time for this to stop,"62
Sandidge, as presidin~ officer of the meeting, out-
maneuvered the insurgents by ruling that a roll call vote on
the question of a secret ballot be taken. This strategy
cancelled the fight for a secret ballot. The vote, as
exp9cted, over~helmingly supported Sandidge's position, with
ninety-seven votes for a roll call and only twelve voting
for a secret ballot. Saia, knowing he had no chance of success,
nominated his half brother, Charles Cicero, a precinct committee-
man from Frontenac, for county chairman. Sandidge defeated
Cicero by a vote of ninety-five to thirteen and was re-elected
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to a third term as county chairman. 63 The editor of the
Pittsburg Headlight, after the party fight in Girard admon-
~
ished Sa in fer his naivete. The editor advised that instead
of moral indignation Saia must be the "master of his situation"
in his political fights:
The political game is played according to certain
rules. Sometimes there are variation~ of these rules
to fit occasions. The variations often arouse indig-
nation and other emotions. But the fact rem~ins that
in politics as in war and love, there is a disposition
to count everything fair. The leader who is master of
his situation and wins, commands a certain respect,
and often admiration. 64
Saia would not soon forget this advice and it played an
important part in his political education. The political
neophyte would never again permit moral indignation to cloud
his perspective. Joe Saia admired Dr. Allen Sandidge, de3pite
their ideological differences for his political mastery and
many times in his career Saia would use tactics he had learned
from Sandidge. The neophyte had learned from the mentor that
a politician must be the master of the situation.
An informal t~uce between Saia and Sandidge was agreed
upon after the Girard meeting for the sake of party unity.
The Democratic candidate for commissioner conducted his cam-
paign in thF.! same manner as he h:.Hi in the primary, speaking
anywhere ~ crowd gathered to listen to him. Saia, by this
stage of the campaign, had attracted quite an amount of
notor.iety for his fight agaip-st Sandidge and had no problem
finding a forum for his colorful speeches.
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The 1938 campaign in Crawford County "as climaxed by a
hugh elect 'on-eve rally by the Democrats at Lincoln Park in
Pittsburg. Rallies were an important element in election
campaigning during the 1930's. They offered vast amounts of
food and in a time of depression, when money was scarce and
before the age of television, an offer of free food and
entertai ment attracted many prospective voters. The parties,
competing for the largest crowd to hear their candidates,
would try to outdo the other in either the amount of food or
the most grandiose entertainment. The practice of hav'ng
large election-eve rallie' with free food and entertainm~nt
is still retained in the 1970's preserving a part of a colorful
past. The Democrats pUlled out all stops in 1938. This
Democratic rally offered a free b rbecue in which 1,600
pounds of beef, 1,000 loaves of bread, 1 ,0 0 doughn ts, and
1,000 gallons of coffee were prepared. 65 The Democrats also
providerl for entertainment a pre-rally parade through
Pittsburg with drum corps and floats. Congressman Patterson
was the main speaker et the rally. A New Deal Democrat
,
slightly to the left of Roosevelt, he spoke on the need for
more federal programs for the aged and the needy. Saia and
the rest of the county ticket delivered short addresses. Joe
Saia on November 18, 1938, was elected to his first term as
county commissioner. He won despite the Republican sweep that
took place in Kansas in 1938. The 1.epublican victories which
saw Democratic Senator George McGill, Governor Huxman, and E. W.
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Patterson defeated were, in part, a Kansas reaction against
Roosevelt's courtpacking plan. The Democrats in Crawford County
controlled only three county offices while, °the Republicans won
seven on election day.
8aia received fifty-six per cent of the vote in defeating
Ross Parmenter, the Republican candidate. The Frontenac
Democrat did as well in Wash:ington Township as he had in the
primary. Saia's popularity in the former coal mining area is
demonstrated by comparing his vote with that of the rest of the
COll ty Democratic ticket and the vote the Democratic candidate
for Secretary of State received in Washington Township.66 Saia,
in Washington Township, received sixty-one per cent while the
average for the other Democratic county candidates was fifty-
four per cent. 67 The Democratic candidate for Secretary of
State received fifty-·five per cent. In the fouooth ward of
Pittsburg and Smelter Precinct where the strength of Sandidge
was greatest, 3aia trailed the county ticket by four per cent
and tte Secretary of State candidate by eleven per cent. 68'
Joe Saia in 1938 bec~me the first person of Italian
;.t to win an election in Crawford county.69 His election
t~· ..ldeci largoely upon his activities witn and for the WPA
wo~kers and the u employed in Crawford COll ty. The sill'
necessary to become a successful candidate and an influential
fa tor in the Democratic party came from mr,ny years involve-
ment in union activities. Saia's entrance into politics was a
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natural avenue for him, considering his personal ambition, lack
of a formal education, and the fact of his Italian descent.
The many hardships that the young politiciap had to face .on the
rough give-and-take of politics in the coal fields gave him a
political education that he would never forget and which would
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of his shower in the bathroom.
CHAPTER III
problem at his home, place of business, or at his office. Saia's
The typical day ill the life of Joe Saia is strenuous. He
The second district commissioner will talk to anyone with a
"PAPA JOE"
D. J. Saia has served as county commissionel' of th;) ::3econd
district for over three decades, a state if not a national record.
phone calls as late as midnight and as early as 5:30 in the
telephone is the most important tool Joe has at his disposal;
The Frontenac com. issioner ,has developed a paternal rel~tionship
with h's constituent in his many years in office. H8 receives
It is because of this untiring dedicated service that many of the
answel', when asked if he ever grows tired of being beseeched by so
morning from people who need his assistance because they know that
he will "get on the phone" and look after their interests. The
almost every room in his home has one, including one within reach
help is in real need: "The least I can do is help or give him.
1
advice, whether it is in my power to do anything for him or not."
many people with so rna y prob ems, is that he considers it his
is the purpose of this chapter to examine Saia's conduct in the
callan him for assistance. He believes that the perso asking for
ci-:izcns of his di~trict affectionately call him "Papa Joe." It
obligation as county commissioner to try to help the people who
rises at five every morning to begin his long day as party leader
office of county commissioner.
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and county commissioner. The time between getting up and leaving
for Girard, the county seat, is spent taking telephone calls from
constituents, reading the many newspapers to which he subscribes,
and reading and answering his mail. The routine continues until
Tound nine when he leaves for Girard. The moment he arrives in
the courthouse he is beseiged by people with problems ranging
from getting a job to helping to get a son admitted to law school.
At ten 6 1 clock, twice a week, Joe bangs the gavel, as
commission chairman, calling the Crawford County Board of Com,.
missioners to order. The agenda generally ranges from complaints
on conditions of county roads to the providing of home health care
for senior citizens. The commission meeting terminates around
noon and the chairman of the commissioners then drops by the
various county offices to make sure things are moving smoothly
or to see if anything needs his attention. Saia, upon completing
these duties, returns to Frontenac and makes the telephone calls
promised to those who had- asked for his help. This routine has
been the same since he took office on January 6, 1939. In addition
to this busy schedule, the Crawford County commissioner has found
time to be a businessman, gardener t and an active participant in
2
civic organizations.
It is difficult to separate Saia the co~nissioner fT-om Saia
the politician for with him the two positions are synonymous. Joe
Uses both positions to fulfil the expectations of his constituents
and to build th~-J power that he enjoys in the county and the Democratic
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Party. The Frontenac politician, through his role as party leader,
has been able to secure jobs and services from state patronage
that the county was not able to provide. He used h:Ls position as
commissioner to provide the governmental services that maintains
the Democratic Party's strength in the county. It is because of
his dexterity with the governmental and political offices he holds
that has retained his power for more than three decades.
D. J. Saia took office on January 6, 1939, and immediately began
consolidating the power that was available to a county commL.sioner.
This consolidation did not take place without a struggle. The
other county commissioners were Republicans and were controlled
by the Republican political commissar of the county, Dr. J. T. Moore
of Pittsburg. Dr. Moore distrusted the young commissioner from the
second district e.nd tried to curb the newcomer's influence. The
county Republican leader understood politics and he realized that
d:i:minishing the number of appointments the Democratic commissioner
had at his disposal could effectively undermine Saia's power.
Traditionally, each commissioner had responsibility for c~unty high-
way department appointments for his district. Each commissioner in
1938 would. have eleven appointments. Joe Saia immediately replaced
the county highway crew with ~ppointments of his own and the other
3
co~nissioners refused to approve his appointments.
Saia invited the commissioners to his home to clear up the
situaticn. He repeatedly asked them to approve his appointments and._
upon their refusal he threatened to take his case to the people. The
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Democratic commissioner reminded his colleagues that in the last
election his Republican opponent charged that it would be no use
electing him because it was a Republican board and as a Democrat
Joe would have his hands tied. During the campaign, the Frontenac
Democrat had responded that while there was a radio station he would
be able to speak for the residents of the second district adding,
4
"They could tie my hands but they couldn't tie my tongue."
The commissioner from the second district threatened to use
the radio to inform the citizens of C awford County that Dr. Moore
was ruling the board of commissioners from his home. He claimed
he would reveal how the commission was a Charlie McCarthy on the
lap of the RepUblican party leader. The Republican commissioners
did not initially believe that Sala would carry out his threat, but
when he got up and called the radio station and reserved fifteen
minutes for the next evening they took him seriously. An agreement
was reached and Joe Saia was granted the power to make appointments
5
for the second district •.
The county commissioner's chief concern was the high unemploy-
ment in tIle county. In fact, two-thirds of Crawford County's budget
in 1940 was for relief programs. Of utmost concern to Joe Saia
in his first years in office was how to secure more Y/PA jobs in
Crawford County. The Frontenac commissioner lobbied with state,
district and national WPA officials for more WPA projects in Craw-
ford County immediately after he was elected.
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and thirty hours a month rather than the previous seventy-seven.
strikers tried to force all of the projects to close. Eighty-five
The disO"runtled
by JUly 11. E. J. Terill, state director of the WPA, reported that in
per cent of the 1,500 WPA employees were on strike in Crawford County
Crawford County faced a serious WPA crisis in July, 1939. On
July 1, 1939, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed into law the
Strikes were common at WPA projects in Crawford County protesting
the changed schedule of hours and pay. These were, in fact, nation~
to join the strike. Violence broke out in Crawford County when
Federal Relief Bill which abolished the practice of paying union
rates for WP employees and required relief workers to work one hundred
6
A mass meeting was held by WPA protestors in Arma on JUly 12,
w··de as strikers marched from project to project urging relief wor ers
Kansas the WP protest "has taken tle largest proportions in Crawford
7
COl nty."
next evening Joe Saia was asked to address a mass meeting of the
in which a conference between a committee representing the relief
workers and the county commissioners and officials was called. The
strikers because of the real prospect of violence
despite the fact that he was attending a meeting in Chanute, rushed
WPA workers t:i'llsteJ the Frontenac commissioner because of his apparent
willingness to fight :fol" them. The second district commissioner,
to Crawford County to address the st. ·ikers. Saia' s oratory to the




The following day a committee of the WPA protestors met with
the county commis ioners and city officials. A tel gram was com-
pose at the meeting to be sent to Washington. The telegram stated
that one-·third of Crawford County was 011 relief and that the proposed
changes in the WPA would put stress upon the county budget since the
county would have to provide direct relief to those displaced from
WPA. WPA strikers voted, after the conference, to return to work
for a ten day waiting period to see if Congress would take any
9
action. The crisis was resolved on July 28 when Congress voted to
10
increase the WPA budget.
Joe Saia, not content with this temporary solution, initiated
efforts for new relief projects in the county. The Frontenac com-
missioner's efforts achieved results. He was able to announce in
November, 193~ that, after a series of conferences with state and
district WPA officials, WPA jobs for virtually every certified un-
employed woman in the county. He took particular pride in announcing
that the program he had championed, free hot lunches for school
11
children of low income ,families, would also go into effect.
The Frontenac commissioner proclaimed another increase in the
number of relief jobs on January 12, 1940. Joe Saia had visited with
Roosevelt's assistant Secretary of War, former Kansas Governor
Harry Woodring, on a number of occasions about fecteJ.'al government
apprGval of a dam recharging project in Crawford County. Joe
advocated that the labor be done by hand so that more men needing
assistance would be employed. Woodring wired Saia on January 12
60
announcing the approval in Washington of the Crawford County WPA
dam project. The dam recharging project not only employed over
four hundred additional workers but also helped conserve farm lands
12
in the county.
Congress proposed to cut WPA funds again in April, 1940, and
Joe Saia immediately led the fight in the county to oppose the cuts.
The Crawford County commissioner again used radio station KOAM to
rally support for the WPA. He discussed the economic conditions
that existed in the county and what the proposed WPA cut would
mean. Conwissioner Saia explained that one-third of the county
depended upon relief but approximately half were eligible to work
on the WPA. He asserted that $11.60 in groceries was given each
month to a family on relief and if the WPA was reduced, that amount
would be cut by Crawford County to provi e for the greater number
on relief oIls. The Frontenac commissioner suggested that the
people write their congressman and urge continuation of the WPA
program, reminding his raodio audience, "To have good government, you
cannot have hungry men, women, and children. • .made desperate by
13
the needs of their families."
World War II, with its demand for able-bodied men and the war
productiol effort, temporarily ended the unemployment problem. The
need for relief programs such as the WPA no longer existed, and a
majority of them were abolished. County government reflected the
change from a peace time to a war time economy. Local governments
during the war were expected to participate in scrap metal drives
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The war witnessed the end of the Depression and the role of
to collect iron and other metals for the defense plants. Joe Saia
The decades following the war
was selected as chairman of the Crawford County Salvage Committee.
Joe Saia also reflected the changing role of county govern,
pumped into the economy by defense spending produced a prosperous
and the scrap metal drive was as efficient as one of his political
campaigns. The drive chairman organized the county at the precinct
level and appoi ted two captains in charge of each precinct. The
the county government had to change. The billion of dollars
The Crawford County commissioner utilized his organizational skills
drive was so efficient that in the first month 250 tons of scrap
14
were collected.
national economy. The American people, after many years of
tightening their belts and depending upon goverrnnent relief, now
expe ted more governmental service~. Since the Second World War,
county government's have experienced tremendous growth in their
functions. Counties, prior to 1945, were primarily responsible
ment by his act-Lvities as county commissioner. One of the county's
County, in the years following the war, was unable to attract new
struction and repair, and relief.
for keeping records, administering justice, road and bridge con-
15
main concerns after the war was highway construction. C 'awford
witnessed new responsibilities such as health services, creation
16
of utility systems, and adillinistration of ambulance services.
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industries to alleviate its high rate of unemployment. The Frontenac
county commissioner believed that the best way to attract new
industries and help relieve the economic woes of the county was
17
to link the county with the state highway system. Robert Docking's
unprecedented four terms as Governor, beginning in 196G, allowed
all members of the State Highway Commission to be appointed by a
Democratic Governor. Saia used his influence with the Governor and
wi th the "friendly" highway commission, to secure increased high--
way construction funds for the county. The second district com-
mi~sioner was largely responsible for the construction of the by-
passes on US 69 around Pittsburg and the Arma-Franklin area as well
as the modernizing of Kansas 57 from Pittsburg to the Missouri state
18
line.
Joe Saia also took an active interest in extending utility
services to homes in the rural communities of the second district.
He was largely responsible for extending water service to these
communities and played an important part in the extension of natural
19
gas service to Arma, Franklin; and Frontenac.
D. J. Saia has taken special interest in health care'through-
out his career. He feels that lis greatest accomplisbments have
been it. this area. The commissioner from Frontenac, who came f~com
a low income family, understood how hard it was for a family on a
fixed income to receive adequate health care and sought to remedy
the sitnation. Through Joe Saia's leadership a number of health pro-
grams were funded by the county. A Mental Health Board, for example,
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was founded in November, 1961. The board, composed of doctors,
college professors, leaders of civic groups, and representatives
of the city and county governments, determined that the county
needed a mental health clin~c. It was the second district com-
missioner who pOloted the efforts which created the Crawford
County Mental Health Clinic. The commissioner from Frontenac also
20
pioneered the foundation of the Crawford County Health Department.
The National Association of Counties, in recognition of his
work in the field of health care, appointed Joe Saia as a member
of the health steering committee of the association. The committee,
comprised of forty-five county officials from allover the nation,
21
reviewed proposed health care legislation pending in Congress.
Congress passed the State and Local Fiscal Act in 1972.
This act, commonly known as revenue sharing, had important affects
upon Crawford County. The law allocated six billion dollars to
state and local governments for five years. The revenue sharing
act granted local officials the authority to spend the funds as
22
they deemed necessary. Crawford County received in 1972 over a
, 23
quarter-million dollars in federal funds under this program. The
county commission created a planning commission to decide how
these federal funds would be used. The hearings of the planning
con~ission were often lively with the various groups and local.
governments seeking a share of the funds. On one occasion, debate
went beyond mere verbal confrontation. A Frontenac city com-
missioner, Owen O'Hara, who had asked for $12,000 for the city of
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Frontenac, became so frustrated with Saia's refusal to accept his
demands that he asked Joe to take off his glasses. When the
county commissioner obliged' him, the Front,enac city commissioner
24
gave him a good punch in the eye.
The county commissioners, after tempers cooled, agreed on
how to spend the revenue sharing funds. A large share of the
funds were used on road and bridge construction and repair. The
commission, with the remainder of the federal money along with
county funds, built a ne~ judicial center in Pittsburg and funded
one of the few county administered juvenile detention homes in
the state. The county was able to accomplish all of this with-
out an increase in the bUdget or mill levy, thanks to funds
25
received through the revenue sharing plan.
Joe Saia's activities have been critized by his own party as
well as Republicans during the years he has served as county
commissioner. Controversy surrounds the commissioner from
Frontenac and Crawford County commission meetings are often quite
exciting. More than once they have turned to fisticuffs, Joe
Saia was on one occasion, involved in an heated argument with
Republican commissioner, Donald McPhail of Pittsburg. In the
course of the debate, McPhail made a derogatory remark about Joe's
parents' national origin, calling him a "black dago." The com-
missioner from Frontenac in~ediately leaped from his chair and
a physical confrontation ensued. It took the other commissioner
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missioners recommended to the Governor's Committee on Man-Power
. ed.
County attorney Vernoll D. Grassie, erst-while 0 ·nent of
lieutenant governor.
and the sheriff to separate the two battling commissioners. The
McPhail never again referred to his Italian descent and always
26,
addressed him as "Mr. Saia."
care r as county commissi ner involved the charges of the misuse
the headlines of the major newspapers o~ Kansas and pitted D. J.
One of the most cont oversial incidents in Joe Saia's long
of Emergency Employment Act funds in the Kansas Public ~mployment
The K.P.E.P. was financed by federal funds from the Emergency
Planning twenty-three unemployed whom they felt were qualified to
Program (K.P.E.P.). Allegations of abuse of the K.P.E.P. Dl de
scrapping commissioner recalled with pride that after that day
Employment Act. Since the program was financed with federal
Saia against the county attorney of Crawford County and the Kansas
funds, the employees hired were under the restrictions of the
work under the K.P.E.P. Saia, as chairman of the county commission,
27
served as county coordinator of the program in Crawford County.
Grassie co tended that the county commission used th .unds to hire
Hatch act and other fe~eral guidelines. The board of county com-
The hiring by the county of the twenty-three unemployed workers
under the K.P.E.P. was approved by the K.P.E.P. executive director,
~8
John M. Taylor II.
Saia, immediately chnrg. that the funds were being
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relatives of the commissioners, full-time college students, persons
under investigation for gambling violations, and persons who were
out on strike. The county attorney of Crawford County carged
that Thomas Murry, son of county commissioner Pete Murry, VIas hi rod
as a deputy sheriff; that Charles Saia, a cousin of D. J. Saia, was
hired to work on road maintenance and that Marjorie Tucker, an ex-
29
wife of Joe Saia, was hired to work as a night custodian. Joe
Saia, when contacted by the press, commented on the allee;ations,
"r think somebody's making a damn mountain out of a molehill." The
Crawford County commissioner said of a proposed federal investi-
30
gation, "I have nothing to hide. We can stand an investigation."
The Dep::'Lt'":::ment of Labor announced on March 1, 1972, than an
investigation would be held 0 the allegations of misuse of
31
Emergency Act Funds by the department's regional office in Kansas.
The K.P.E.P. also joined with the Department of Labor in the investi-
gation of Crawford County's use of Emergency Employment Act funds.
'nle st te and federal invGstigatiors visited Crawford County late
in March to inspect the county's program. These officials talked
.
with Grassie, the county commissioners, and other county officials
32
during their investigation.
Tho investigators found two individuals that were ineligible
to participate in the program. One was James Sellers who was-
hired as a deputy s1eriff. Sellers had been employed by Crawford
County less than thirty days before he was hired under the K.P.E.P.,
33
violating Paragraph 55.7(e) of the regulations. Another participant,
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Thomas Murry, was declared ineligible; the executive direct r of
the K.P.E.P. ruling that Murry's appointment violated a policy
34
that had recently been released by the U. S. Department of tabor.
Charles Saia was ruled as being eligible because he was 3 distant
relative of the second district commissioner along with Marjorie
Tucker since she had been divorced.
Joe Saia immediately wrote the K.P.E.P. office pointing out
that he had never received the policy directive from the Depart-
ment of Labor and hence Murry's appointment had been proper.
Partisan politics entered into the dispute on April 25, 1972,
when Kansas Lieutenant Governor Reynolds Shultz, a candidate for
the Repu lican nomination for Governor, called for a full scale
probe of the ituation in Crawford County by Attorney
General Vern Mi ler. Shultz had met with Vernon Grassie OR April-.24
and had received copies of letters Grassie had written to Depart-
ment of Labor and K.P.E.P. officials describing his charges against
the county cOlunission. The Crawford County attorney gave Shultz
35
permission to make the letters pUblic.
The Kansas Attorney General, after studying Shultz's charges,
replied that he had found "nothing that indicates any violation of
the law," ancl declined to conduct an investigation. Miller stated
that he was not convinced that Shultz really wanted a probe because




Joe Saia, in reply to Shultz's allegations immediately wrote
the lieutenant governor accusing him of wanting to "commence a
witch hunt reminiscent of 'McCarthyism'." The Crawford County
commissioner in his letter, reminded Shultz that no evidence pro-
duced had shown any unlawful use of federal funds. Saia admitted
that one man, James Sellers was erroneously employed and that he
was at once terminated when it was shown he was not qualified.
'fIe commissioner from Frontenac pointed out that Sellers had
recently filed as the Republican candidate for sheriff. Suia con-
eluded the letter rippi g the lieutenant governor for immature
jUdgment and saying "your leadership as lieutenant governor has
been so sterile as to suggest its [the office] elimination if
37
occupied by people like you."
The Special Assistant for Legislative Affairs of the Department
of Labor, in a letter to Congressman Joe Skubitz, cleared the
county of any wrong doing when it appointed Thomas Murry. The
Labor official wrote that Murry had been hired prior to the county's
being informed of the Department of Labor's anti-nepotism policy.
The letter concluded that when Crawford County finally became aware
of the policy, the situation was cleared "indicating that the county
is properly concerned about operating the program in keeping with
38
our guidelines."
The K.P.E.P. after its investigation recommended changes in
Crawford Co nty's hiring procedures, which the county immediately
adopted, and gave the county's program a clean bill of health. TIle
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remaining Grassie allegation that had not been settled by the March
K.P.E.P. and Department of Labor investigation involved the charge
of the county hiring strikers on the program. The matter was
referred to the office of the Solicitor at the Department of Labor.
After checking with the Manpower Administration regional director,
it was revealed that the strikers had been replaced by the company
that was on strike and therefore the men in question were eligible
39
to participate in the K.P.E.P. program.
Vernon Grassie's role in the K.P.E.P. controversy in 1972
appears to have been a publicity maneuver in his battle with the
Crawford County Democratic chairman. The publicity caused by the
Grassie charges of misuse of Emergency Employment Act funds led
to the discovery of several discrepancies in the employment pro-
cedures of the program in the county. The county attorney's
actions, however, suggest that his primary goal was not to remedy
the situation but instead to create another furor with Joe Saia
and the board of county commissioners. A month before he made his
allegations on the administration of the K.P.E.P. in Crawford
County, the county attorney complained of his inability to perform
his duties in the field of liquor law enforcement and threatened
to arrest the Crawford County Bar Association, the Chamber of
40
Commerce, and a state Supreme Court Justice. Grassie, after the
publicity died down, dropped his investigation of the case. A
few weeks after his K.P.E.P. allegations the Crawford County
attorney charged that the county commission had spent $131,739.96.
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having the toilets in the courthouse painted in pastel pinks and
41
blue and in making a single felony conviction.
Grassiefs motivations in the K.P.E.P. controversy can be ex-
plained in a letter he wrote to Reynolds Shultz. The county
attorney could not help but realize that facing an uphill battle
for the Republican nomination for Governor, the lieutenant governor
would use the information provided to him to mount an attack on
the Democratic Party in order to gain some political points among
Republicans. Grassiels letter to Shultz thanked him "for your
kind remarks in recent news releases." The Crawford County attGrney
wrote that If I am in a position of being a Democrat criticizing the
acts of other Democrats" and complained that before the controversy
over the K.P.E.P., "l have attempted, without success, to bring
some of the practices of a particular Democrat in Crawford County
[D. J. SaiaJ into the public light. Unfortunately, the people of
Crawford County are so used to peddling and political favoritism
42
that they react little."
It is logical to presume that if Grassie was indeed serious in
his concern over the way the K.P.E.P. was being run in Crawford
County, he wOllld have quietly collected evidence of any wrong doing
and ta'en it to the K.P.E.P. and Department of Labor officials
before calling a news conference and making allegations.
Joe Saia was to have many more scraps with the county attorney,
none of which seriously jeopardized Saials standing in the county or
the party. The years that Saia had worked in the mines and on the
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WPA had taught him to be tough and to roll with the punches. The
commissioner was able to conduct the duties of his offices when
under an attack just as well as he had in ~ore quiet times.
Joe Saia, in the thirty-six years as county commissioner of
Crawford County, has accomplished much in the areas of construction
of modern roads, connecting the county with the state highway
systems and the creation of a mental health clinic. There are,
throughout the county, constant reminders of Saia's influence.
There is, however, much more to Saia's record than bUildings and
roads. Of all of Papa Joe's accomplishments, perhaps the greatest
is the help extended to the individuals who came to him for
assistance.
Joe Saia, in a radio address in 1958, gave an insight on why
he has dedicated his life to the office of county commissioner:
I would hate to see the clock turned back to the
time when a man in need had to humble himself with hat-
in-hand and on bended knee before he could get food or
medical attention for his wife and children. It
happened to me when my family and I were in need .... !
shall always place the rights of those in need and in
distress above property rights. 43
The venerable commissioner has never forgot what it was like
to be poor. It was surely for more than votes that Joe dedicated
much of his life ta helping hundreds of people. In an age when
government has become impersonal, Papa Joe has served as a visible
link with the people and their government. This explains why so
many people come to him. They know that he will listen and help.
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CHAPTER IV
~~STER OF HIS SITUATION
The scene was the 1972 Democratic National Convention in
Miami Beach, Florida. In the convention hall, among the swirling
collection of blacks, youth, and women, was D. J. Saia, attending
his seventh national convention. In that year of "new politics"
Saia clearly did not fit into the picture. But somehow there he
was on the convention floor, an accomplishment which more herald-
ed politicians were not able to achieve. If the scene seems a
bi t anachronistic to an outside observer, it lllust be remembered
that Joe Saia's career is a living testament to a by-gone eri.
That he has succeeded and has defeated every attempt to replace
him is a tribute to his prowess and his ability to adapt to
almost any situation.
For thirty-seven years D. J. Saia has engaged in the rough
and tumble battles of grass roots politics. Whether Saia has
been a "two-legged bottled-in-the-bond political boss,"l as
opponents have charged, or "the people's friend,"2 as he likes to
think of himself, it must be admitted that he has been a political
organizer par excellence and a tireless, dedicated leader in the
Democratic Party. It is the purpose of this chapter to examine
how Joe Saia has survived and how he continues to wield political
power long after many of his political obituaries in the news-
papers have turned yellow and cracked with age.
One of the first things the new county commissioner did after
winning the 1938 election was to initiate a struggle to wrestle
the control of the county's Democratic Party from the hands of Dr.
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Alan Sandidge. The experience of his attempt to unseat Sandidge
as Democratic County Chairman in 1938 showed him the necessity
of being well organized so that at the time of the organizational
meeting he would be in con~rol of events. The Hatch Act passed
by Congress in July, 1939, strengthened Saia's efforts.
The Hatch Act forbade federal employees to be involved in
partisan politics, and these provisions affected the selection
of the Democratic County Chairman in 1940. The act also banned
political activity by persons on federal relief programs. 3 Since
much of Sandidge's support in the Crawford County Democratic
Central Committee depended upon \VPA timekeepers and foremen, groups
that could no longer be involved in the Democratic Party, his hold
on the party was tenuous. The effect of the Hatch Act on the
Crawford County Democratic Party is noticeable when the compo-
sition of the Democratic Central Committee in 1938 is compared to
1940. Central committee composition is normally ~table from
year to year with only a few precinct committeemen or women
retiring or being replaced in the primary. In 1940, however,
fifty-three per cent of the,precinct officers were new, while in
Baker Township, Sandidge's stronghold, there was a seventy-seven
per cent turnover. Of the precinct people replaced in 1940, only
eighteen per cent were defeated in the primary.4 This dramatic
turnover in the composition of the central committee reflects
the large number of VTPfl,. and other' federal employees who were forced
to resign from their precinct committee posts because of the Hatch
Act. With his hold on the party weakened, Sandidge retired as
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county chairman and chose A. H. Kunshek of Arma to succeed him.
There was, however, a movement to block Kunshek's candidacy
and take the control of the party away from. Sandidge.
These insurgent Democrats were the same faction which had
attempted to unseat Sandidge in 1938 and were led by D. J.
Saia, State Senator Robert S. Lemon and Leo McKenna. The
insurgents had matured since 1938, and their leaders now were
skillful politicians ready to face the Sandidge organization.
The first round of the fight took place at the organ-
izational meeting in Girard on August 24, 1940. At this meeting
a temporary chairman was selected to preside over the regular
central committee meeting which was to be held the next evening.
The choice of temporary chairman was important since the chair-
man ruled on procedural questions. The vote also served to
test the strength of the two factions. Sandidge was nominated
for temporary chairman, and his opponent was Leo McKenna. The
first fight concerned a secret ballot. The insurgents demanded
a secret ballot to decrease the influence of Sandidge, while
the chairman fought for a voice vote. Jo E. Gaitskill of Girard
moved that the vote be taken by secret ballot. Sandidge ruled
that the motion was out of order and proceeded to call the roll.
Heated protests were raised immediately but the chairman
continued with the roll call oblivious of the furor taking place
on the floor. No longer able to contain himself, Saia jumped
to his feet and shouted at the top of his voice that a vote be
taken on a secret ballot. He exhorted to the precinct committeemen
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and women: "This time the court room is not packed with time-
keepers and foremen. If you have any relatives on WPA they
will not be fired. You don't have to worry about Doc [~andidgeJ
this time. Doc can't get you a job today, and he can't get you
fired. This is f\merica and you vote as you see fit."5
Saia's speech encouraged a united demand for a vote for a
secret ballot. Sandidge, realizing that he was defeated, called
the vote for a secret ballot. The motion was adopted with only
a few dissenting votes. Following the adoption of a secret
ballot, the vote was taken on the temporary chairman. Leo
McKenna defeated Sandidge by a vote of 57-55. 6 That vote
demonstrated that the insurgents had control of the central
committee and hence would select the county chairman.
The regular central committee meeting was held the next
evening. Sandidge nominated A. H. Kunshek and Saia nominated
Robert Lemon of Pittsburg for county chairman. Kunshek, however,
withdrew from the race, and the insurgents were swept into
office. The Sandidge organization was dead, and the young
politician from Frontenac's was able to take control of the
county's Democratic Party. From 1940 on, either a proteg~ of
Saia; or Saia himself was county chairman of Crawford.
Joe Saia became Crawford County Democratic Chairman in
1944 when Robert Lemon resigned to run for Governor. The newly
elected chairman brought with him into office some definite
ideas on how the party should be run.
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Saia's fundamental priority as county chairman ~as to
offer a Democratic candidate for every local office. He
believed that if the Democratic Party was t~ become the major-
ity party in Crawford County, it would be vital to challenge
the Republicans in every race. Throughout his political career
Joe placed great importance upon "filling of the ticket," He
felt that by challenging the Republicans in every race the
opposition party would not be permitted to concentrate their
resources on only a few races, The venerable Democrat explained,
"when you leave three or four vacancies on the ticket you've got
those people out campaigning [for other Republican candidates]
because they are assured of their jobs, It has been my theory
to keep them busy at their own,"7
Saia did not seek re-election as Democratic county chair-
man in 1946 because of a well organized attempt to unseat him as
commissioner, In his place, his friend and cohort J, P, Gendusa
of Pittsburg was selected, Gendusa served as county chairman
until September, 1951, when he was appointed as postmaster of
Pittsburg,8
D, J. Saia was returned as county chairman of Crawford County
in 1952, A group of Democrats led by 0, F. Grubbs planned to
oppose the man from Frontenac, however, at the party's organiza-
tional meeting, Saia had such precinct committee support that the
opposition was forced to withdraw and Joe was elected by
acclamation, From 1952 until the present time, except for a
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brief one-year term by Dr. Alvin H. Proctor, D. J. Sa:i.a has
remained the Democratic chairman of Crawford County.
Saia stressed the idea of the full ticket but realized it
takes more than mere ideas .to make a successful political
organization. A certain amount of skill and know how is
required to attract good candidates. The Crawford County
chairman, in recruiting a prospective candidate, tries to make
the idea of a campaign attractive. Joe offers to bear the
burden of campaign expenses for an aspiring politician and also
introduces him to the county's central committee. The candi-
date, if successful, is asked to give an assessment of three per
cent of his salary to the central committee to help defray election
expenses. The assessment is eliminated if the candidate is
unsuccessful. 9
The concept of filling the ticket does not imply that just
anyone is asked to run for an office. Joe strongly believes that
the candidate should be "capable of running for the office he is
seeking." He admits that in the past he has resorted to P'l!tting
some lackluster candidates in the field merely to fill the ticket,
but he is the first to concede that this just does nGt work. IO
Expert advice on how to campaign for office, based on the
commissioner's years of experience is provided to a Democratic
candidate in addition to financial support. The novice politician
is urged to contact and acquaint himself with the precinct committee-
men or women, get some campaign cards printed, and shake as many
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voters' ha~ds as possible. Going to the grass roots, Joe
believes, is the most important and successful technique in
pol it ics .11
Jesse Unruh, the California political operator, once
remarked that "money is the mother's milk of politics." In
order to recruit candidates and provide financial assistance
for their campaigns, money is needed. In the area of fund
raising Joe Saia has been quite adept. The most successful
methods of fund raising in Crawford County, Saia has found,
are dinners and dances. These political rallies provide plenty
of Crawford County's famous fried chicken and polka music. In
1968, forty-seven per cent of the party's war chest came from a
Democratic dinner. 12 In the 1970 campaign forty-nine per cent
of the party's funds were raised at a party dance. 13 The
Democratic Attorney General, Vern Miller, spoke at a dinner in
1972 which raised $3,820.00 or fifty-two percent of the party's
treasury.14
Commissioner Saia's first re-election campaign was the
greatest election victory in his career. The Republican candi-
date in the 1942 election, Forest W. Pierce, was a friend of
Joe's. Saia recounts how the Republican leadership got Pierce
out of his bed the night they asked him to run for county
commissioner. Pierce explained to his friend that he was promised
a state job if he made the race. In fact, after the 1942 campaign
Pierce supported Saia in the rest of his campaigns. 15 The 1942
Bepublican candidate for con~issioner ran a lackluster campaign
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on the slogan of "Government of Americans, by Americans, for
Americans.,,16 This appeal did not sit well among the heavily
ethnic population of the second district. Saia on the other
hand, campaigned on his accessibility. He reminded the voters
that he welcomed anyone into his home who could not afford to
travel to Girard to talk about his needs. 17 This accessibility
was a new concept. In the past, to speak to a county official,
one had to make an appointment to see the official in Girard. 18
The voters of the second commissioner district showed
their approval of their commissioner by giving him a walloping
seventy-two per cent of the vote on the election day. In
Frontenac, three of the four wards gave Saia over ninety-one
per cent of the vote. The 1942 election was the largest
electoral victory that the Frontenac politician received in
his thirty-seven years as a public official. What makes the
1942 landslide even more remarkable is that the Republicans
actually received a majority of the votes in the second
commissioner district for their county ticket, and the
Democratic candidate for Secretary of State carried the district
with only fifty-five percent of the vote. 19
The 1946 electio was one of the most vigorous efforts the
Republican Party waged against D. J. Saia. Tony Simoncic, one
of the most formidable opponents Saia would face, was the
Republican candidate for commissioner from the second district.
The nepublican candidate had been a trustee of Washington Town-
ship for a number of years, a former person'l property and real
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estate assessor, and, like Saia, began as a coal miner. 20 At
the outset, Simoncic campaigned on the slogan that it was time for
a change and that if elected, he would "devote full time to
the office and will not shpw favoritism to any clique, group,
or nationality."2.l
Joe Saia opened his 1946 campaign on October 12, CoI~lbus
Day, with an automobile caravan through the second commissioner
district. Accompanied by Jo E. Gaitskill of Girard, the Democratic
candidate for Congress, and other Democratic county candidates, the
Saia caravan visited the towns and hamlets of Washington Township.
At each stop Saia would treat the audiences, who gathered in large
22
numbers, with his now famous fiery oratory.
On October 29, at a Democratic rally, the Democratic county
commissioner sounded out his theme for the 1946 campaign. "I
am asking the voters to re-elect me as county commissioner on
my record," Joe thundered, "I have fought for the needy and the
helpless and those needing assistance of any kind." With
particular pride Saia noted that there had been "no foreclosurers
for delinquent taxes on homes of anyone on old age pensions."
The Frontenac politician concluded his speech admitting that he,
as county commissioner, would like to have done more for the
district and the county, but reminded the audience that, after
all, "I am the only Democrat on the three man board."23
As the 1946 campaign neared its conclusion, the Republicans
charged that the cownissioner from the second district had abused
his office. First, in a letter to the voters of the second
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district, Simoncic accused Mr. Saia of padding his expense
accounts and extending favors, as commissioner, to his friends
by lowering property valuations. 24 The letter was followed by
an ad in ti1e Pittsburg Headlight on October 31 entitled "THE
RECORD." Simoncic charged in the ad that Saia had not only
padded his expense account but had used his influence as
county commissioner to settle. taxes for his personal gain.
The ad charged that the county commissioner bought the building
in which he operated his appliance store in Frontenac at a tax
sale on January 21, 1946. Saia supposedly settled the taxes
due on the building, which added up to $1,140.79, for the sum
of $76.00. 25
Saia's r~action demonstrated that the years he spent in
the mines and WPA had taught him how to fight back. He
i~nediately placed ads in the papers defending the purchase of
his property and the way he had conducted his office as county
commissioner. The ad pointed out that the board of county
commissioners of Crawford County followed a procedure whereby
all of the commissioners submitted their expenses to the board
and would not receive compensation unless approved by the
majority. Joe also pointed out that the majority of the
commissioners were Pepublicans. The ad reminded the reader
that no single commissioner could reduce the valuation of
property or the taxes due on any property. In regard to his
appliance store and the property he had purchased, Saia
disclosed that the Frontenac Furniture and Appliance Company
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was owned by him and managed by his wife Marjorie Saia. The
property was purchased from Mike Papish of Frontenac. At the
conclusion of the ad was an affidavit by Papish, stating that
Papish had sold the property to Saia on October 13, 1945. The
building, Papish testified, had not been acquired by a tax deed
as was claimed but rather from a direct sale by Papish to Saia. 26
Saia next challenged Simoncic to debate the charges he had
leveled at him. The debate was held in Arma. Such excitement
was aroused by the event that speakers had to be placed outside
because the building could not hold the large crowd that had
thronged to witness the event.
Simoncic first addressed the gathering and repeated the
earlier charges he had leveled against the commissioner. After
the republican candidate had finished his speech, Joe walked up
to the podium and unleashed a spirited defense. The Crawford
County politician reminded the audience that he had for the
past eight years sat across the table from two Republican
commissioners, that in the court house there was a Republipan
judge, county attorney, and that the county accountants and
auditors were likewise Republicans. Joe then thundered to the
audience that "if I was that smart to get away with padding
the expenses as I was being accused, if I was that shrewd thai"
I was taking money on false pretenses that didn't belong to me,
then for God's sake give me another term and I~ll steal that
damn court house out from under them." The audience then broke
into a spontaneous demonstration for Saia that lasted for ten
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minutes. The county attorney, who was to be the next speaker,
went up to Joe, shook his hand, and announced that he was not
going to give his address because "I just c~uldn't compete with
that."27 Little more was made of the charges that Joe had padded
his expenses.
Not content with merely defending himself, the commi sioner
from the second district launched an all-out attack upon his
Republican foes. As was the case many times when he was faced
with a challenge, Saia employed demagoguery. This method of
appeal has been a common attribute of politicians who fought their
way up from the bottom of the social pyramid. Such political
leaders of humble origins as Huey Long, Harry Truman, and
Richard Daley often effectively employed demagogue y in their
appeals to the voters.
Saia charged in an ad in the Pittsburg Headlight on November 4,
1946: "The reactionaries are making a last desperate and
reckless attempt to wrestle control of the Second District from
the hands of the people," charging that the forces opposin~ him
had "selfish dictatorial ambitions." The ad exhorted the voters
to go to the polls in large numbers to repudiate these attempts.
As in other Sais campaigns, it was charged that the opposition was
being engineered by "a handful of the greedy living outside the.
Second Commissioner District." The voters were rerninGed that by
re-electing the Frontenac commissioner, they would assure that
"the control of the Second Commissioner District will remain in the
hands of the people."28
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By election day the voters were satisfied that the ~harges
against Joe Saia were, by and large, unfounded. Even if the
charges had been true, it is extremely doubtful that they
would have changed the result of the election. The second
commissioner district continued to have its problems with high
unemployment and underemployment. The voters apparently felt
that with this situation, they still needed Joe Saia on the
county commission to fight for them. Joe was re-elected in
1946 with sixty-seven per cent of the vote. Saia again led
the rest of the Democratic ticket in the district. 29
Over the years, despite changes in the district, Joe Saia
had retained much of the campaign style which made him so well
known in Southeast Kansas. Among the changes that the second
commissioner district has gone thTough are issues of concern
to the voters. When Saia was first elected, the main issues
among the voters were jobs and relief. Now, although these
economic issues are still important, other issues have taken
their place. These new issues, however, have not had the -same
impact on the Frontenac Commissioner's election battles as the
gut issues of jobs and relief. The senior commissioner's
victory margin has declined since 1966. This decline can be
partially ascribed to the reduced number of patronage jobs
available as well as the changing composition of the second
district's population. The generation of depression-conscious
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hyphenated Americans in the county is being replaced with new
voters unmindful of Joe's past accomplishments. The issues
of the 1970's, such as sanitation and mental health are not
as emotional as the earlier. issues. 30
Saia still places emphasis upon grass roots politics;
canvassing door to door, telephoning, and getting out the vote.
His main effort is to get his "message to the people,"
principally reminding them of the work he has done for them.
Since the commissioner is well known among the voters, this does
not require great amounts of campaign funds. In the 1972
campaign, when he faced stiff opposition and the costs o~
running for office had skyrocketed, Saia spent only $502.38.
Joe depends upon his own money to finance his campaign and does
not spend much time raising money. What money he does raise
goes into the central committee's coffers. 31
Joe Saia has served as the Democratic Party leader in
Crawford County since 1952'. His tireless dedication to the
people and the skill with which he organized the party mac?inery
have caused him to be known as "Mr. Democrat of Southeast
Kansas."32 The work the county Democratic leader has put into
the Party has played a major role in making Crawford County
Democrats a very successful political organization. The Frontenac
Democrat, after securing his county commissioner seat, devoted
much of his skills to making the Democratic Party the majority
party in the county. Since his election as county commissioner
in 1938, Saia has organized the second district and the results
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are obvious. The Democratic county ticket averaged a little over
fifty per cent of the vote in 1934, but by 1954 the Democratic
vote had increased to sixty-six per cent in the second district. 33
The returns for the Democratic candidate for Secretary of State
confirmed this trend. The 1934 Democratic nominee for Secretary
of State received fifty-nine per cent of the vote while, in
1954 the Democratic candidate received sixty-nine per cent. 34
With his home district securely in the Democratic column, Joe Saia
turned his attention to state and national politics.
Joe Saia's influence in national politics increased as
Crawford County produced more and more Democratic victories. In
recognition of his service, he was selected as the Party's
congressional chairman of his district and elected to attend
every Democratic National Convention since 1940, except for two,
1948 and 1968. The Crawford County politician attended his first
Democratic National Convention in 1940 as an alternate. At that
convention in Chicago, he witnessed President Franklin D.
Roosevelt nominated to an unprecedented third term as President.
Joe was selected in 1944 as a delegate to attend the Democratic
convention which was again held in Chicago. At the convention,
Saia participated in the struggle to determine Boosevelt's
running mate. Along with the rest of the Kansas delegation, Joe
supported Henry Wallace. Despite Kansas support, the Vice
Presidential nomination went to a little known man from Missouri
about whom the world would soon learn a lot, Senator Harry S.
Truman.
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Joe Saia, in 1952 and 1956, supported Adlai E. Stevenson
for the Democratic nomination for President. Stevenson, in
1956, left the selection of lis running mate up to the
convention. The top runners, among the various candidates
who announced their intentions to seek the position, were
Estes Kefauver of Tennessee and Senator John F. Kennedy of
Massachusetts. Saia first met John Kennedy at the 1956
convention. Mrs. Harry Woodring, wife of the former Gov-
ernor of Kansas and Secretary of.War under President Franklin
D. Roosevelt, introduced the I\lassachussetts Senator to
the Crawford County politician. Saia went to the Kansas
delegation's caucus after meeting Kennedy and urged that the
Sunflower State support Kennedy for Vice President. 35 Despite
Joe's support, the Kansas delegation supported Kefauver who won
the nomination.
D. J. Saia's prestige as a Democratic leader had grown so
much that he was selected Democratic chairman for the third
congressional district in 1958. The third district was composed
of the southeastern counties of the state. 36 The duty of a
-district chairman is to manage the congressionai campaign and
raise funds for the congressional candidate. Saia soon put his
organizational skills to the running of a congressional campaign
and in 1958, aided by the general Democratic sweep that year, he
succeeded in electing the first Democratic Congressman since E.
W. Patterson in 1936, Denver Hargis of Coffeyville.
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The election of George Docking as Governor in 1956 gave
the Democratic organization in Crawford County a boost. Joe
Saia was an early supporter o£ George Docking and, when he was
inaugurated in 1957, the Governor did not fail to remember it.
Docking always kept Saia informed on developments in Topeka
and strengthened the Crawford County organization by making
sure patronage was open to Chairman Saia. It is because of
the opportunities open to a governor in terms of jobs,
construction projects, and other life giving programs to a
political organization that Saia placed such emphasis on the
electing of a Democratic Governor. Joe believed that it was
much more important to the county's Democratic Party to have a
Democratic Governor than a Democratic President, Congressman,
or U. S. Senator. 37 When Robert Docking was elected Governor
in 1966, he continued his father's practice of working closely
with the Frontenac Democrat.
Saia's growing importanc~ in the Democratic Party caused
more and more aspiring politicians to make pilgrimages to .
Frontenac to court the county chairman's favor. A list of
visitors to Saia's home in Frontenac reads like a who's who in
American politics, and it is no wonder that many of them returned
whenever they have an opportunity. Joe is noted for his culinary
skills as well as for his political skills. Guests are frequently
treated to a feast of home cooked Italian food along with
quantities of "dago red" wine which he produces and bottles
himself.
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Joe Saia will readily admit that the most exciting event in
his career was the Kennedy campaign of 1960. Of all of the
conventions Joe has attended,. the Democrati~ convention at Los
Angeles in July, 1960, serves as the high water mark. Saia, in
the process of the 1960 campaign, would not only help elect a
President of the United States but would also become the dominant
Democrat in the Third Congressional District, and start a feud
with a congressman that would last for years.
D. J. Saia's involvement in the Kennedy campaign began in
Kansas City, Kansas at the Townhouse Hotel in 1959, where he
attended a meeting with John and Fobert Kennedy on the subject
of a proposed Kennedy campaign in Kansas. Saia initially had
met John Kennedy at the 1956 Democratic National Convention in
Chicago where Kennedy was running for the Vice Presidential
nomination. Kennedy's defeat in Chicago served as the basis for
a try at the Presidency in 1960. Following the 1959 Kansas City
meeting, the Crawford County Democrat pledged his support to the
Massachusetts Senator, which kept him in constant contact ',Vith
Senator Kennedy and his staff. 38
After the Kansas City meeting, Saia, as the Third
Congressional Democratic Chairman, started organizing for Kenn~dy
for the upcoming district convention in which six delegates
would be selected to the national convention. 39 In 1960 Kansas
was entitled to forty-two delegates with each delegate having half
a vote. The Sunflower State in 1960 had six congressional districts,
and each district selected six delegates to Los Angeles at its
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district conveLtion. The remaining six delegates were chosen at
large at the state convention. 40 The delegates to the state and
district conventions were elected at the county conventions
which were composed of Democratic precinct committeemen and
women. 41
The typical delegate to the national convention in 1960 was
in many ways similar to most of the delegates of prior Democratic
conventions: delegates were selected from the ranks of the
county chairmen and active leaders in the party. Saia described
the criterion for delegates in 1960: "At that time we didn't
have~he rule] that they had to be a certain age or of different
groups. We just put the old people we felt that deserved to go--
who had contributed to the party and worked."42
The third district convention, held in Parsons on February 13,
1960, saw a battle between members of the western part of the
district, who supported Senator Stuart Symington of Missouri,
led by Frank Theis, the state. Democratic chairman and Democratic
national comlnxtteeman, and those from the eastern section, who
supported Kennedy and were led by D. J. Saia. 43 The morning
before the district convention, Edward Kennedy, John's youngest
brother, called Saia and asked him it he needed him to come down
to Parsons to help round up support for his brother. Joe likes-
to tell about this to his friends at Democratic meetings. It
seems that when Kennedy called from Washington at 8:00 a.m. he
forgot there was an hour difference in time and caught Saia
taking a shower at 7:00 in the morning. When Joe got to the
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phone he assumed that the phone call was a prank and told Kennedy,
"It's funny that I never heard of you. I know there's a Bob
Kennedy, are you the other brother?" After. clearing up the
identity of the caller, Joe assured the younger Kennedy that
things were under control and that he did not need to come out
to Kansas. 44
The Crawford County chairman's confidence was justified
by events at the district convention. Traditionally third
district politics represented a struggle between the western
and e stern counties. The western forces led by Frank Theis
of Arkansas City, Joe Warren, a state senator from Cowley
County, and Richard Rock, a state representative from Arkansas
City, demanded recognition for the western half of the district.
They demanded that Crawford County withdraw one of her
candidates for delegate so that a western county could be
represented at the convention. But Saia refused to yield any
ground, and he and Joe Pucci, also of Frontenac, declared their
intention of becoming delegates. The district chairman OUt-
manuevered his opponents en every front, and when the dust had
settled, Saia was triumphant. All the delegates selected were
from the eastern portion of the district and all but two were
either pledged or leaning to Kennedy.45
Joe Saia's victory in Parsons in 1960 established him as
the dominant Democratic figure in the third congressional district.
Th~ Parsons Sun editor, Clyde Reed, a veteran of many battles with
the politician from Crawford County, gave this analysis of Joe's
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victory: "Saia, an operator from the deepest reaches of the
Balkans, established himself as the district's Democratic
strong man in the balloting Saturday - and a~ the expense of
the Party's state chairman and national committeeman."46 The
district convention had added importance since it elected
enough pro-Kennedy delegates to offset the Symington strength
in the western part of the state. Kennedy's strength in
Kansas was concentrated in the second and sixth districts in
the northeastern portion of the state and the third district in
the southeastern portion. /
The state Democratic convention took place in Hutchinson
on ~arch 4, 1960. Saia was selected chairman of the arrange-
ments committee which invited speakers to the state convention.
Two of the Presidential candidates actually appeared before the
convention, Kennedy and Senator Hubert H. Humphrey of Minnesota.
Before speaking to the convention, Humphrey, whom Saia deeply
admired, asked Joe why he did not support him. Humphrey
reminded Saia that he had come to the district two times t? help
him raise funds. The Frontenac Democrat told Senator Humphrey
that he could not support him because he would not get enough
votes in the delegation "at the ratio of Kennedy and Symington."47
Kennedy's speech was the best received at the state
convention. A few previously uncommitted delegates went over to
his side but not enough to give him a majority. The Kansas
delegation operated under the unit rule in 1960 under which the
entire state's vote had to go to the faction which commanded a
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majority of the delegation. One of the reasons why Kennedy
failed to gain a majority was reported by the New York Times
in an interview with one of the delegates: ·"An influential
delegate pointed out that there was pronounced opposition
to Senator Kennedy because he is a Roman Catholic. Of
religion as an issue, he said, 'It's hidden, it's ugly, but
it's there. ,"48 It was decided at the Hutchinson convention
to insure unity in the Party by nominating Governor George
Docking as Kansas' favorite son. 49
Saia kept in constant contact with the Kennedy organiza-
tion by mail and phone between the state and the national
conventions, giving them information and advice about wavering
delegates who might be persuaded to support the Bay State
Senator and also which Kennedy delegates needed encourage-
ment. John Kennedy himself called Saia at least six times
during this period. 50
Religion played an important part in the campaign in Kansas.
Saia claimed that religion was the only issue in the state~ and
it was reflected in the actions of members of the Kansas
delegation. Since the Crawford County chairman was such a
strong supporter of Kennedy, his business received some of the
anti-Catholic backlash. Joe frequently received phone calls from
people who would order appliances from the store and then, after
ordering the goods, would ask if he was the Joe Saia who was
supporting "that Catholic Kennedy." When he would reply that he
was, the caller would cancel the order. 51
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Another algn of the prejudice against Catholicism in this
region of the country was the formation of an organization to
oppose the candidacy of Kennedy. The group; composed of
Protestants from southeast 'Kansas and southwest Missouri,
opposed Kennedy "on the grounds he is a Catholic." The organ-
ization warned that it was important to band together against
a "Catholic President." The chairman of the organization went
on to say that the group's purpose was not to wage a political
battle but to campaign for "Christian principals.,,52 This type
of bigotry only made Joe Saia more deter~lined to support Kennedy.
Kennedy's support in Kansas received a shock with the
cjrculation of rumors that third district congressman Denver
Hargis was defecting from the Kennedy column. Kennedy, after
hearing of these rumors of the defection reported them to Saia,
who was also serving as Hargis' campaign manager in his re-
election campaign back home. The third district chairman
immediately called the congressman and told him of the rumors, to
which Hargis replied that he was for Kennedy and that Joe -need
not worry because he would not let him down. Unknown to Saia,
Congressman Hargis was being wined and dined by a Kansas labor
leader, Sam Smith of Wichita, and was, in fact, shifting his
support to Symington at that very time. 53
What made Hargis so important was that with him on Kennedy's
side, the Kennedy forces had twenty-two delegates, a majority,
and thus could deliver the state's twenty-one votes to Kennedy;
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but without the congressman from the third district, the Kennedy
forces would not have a majority and the state would be dead-
locked. The Hargis maneuvering vould have a decisive effect at
the convention.
The Kennedy momentum increased, enhanced by Kennedy's
success in the presidential primaries, as the national convention
drew closer. The Kennedy bandwagon, along with the possibility
that Docking might be chosen as Kennedy's runningmate, increased
the pressure on the Kansas delegation. The Sunflower delegation,
however, refused to jump on the bandwagon and ~~nt to Los Angeles
still pledged to Docking on the first ballot. 54
Coming into the convention, Kansas found herself in a
unique position for a small Republican state at a Democratic
convention. Newsweek magazine listed Kansas among the eight
"all important states." One of the reasons Newsweek gave for the
importance of the state was that she was the only state with
genuinely strong sentiment. for two candidates. Another important
reason why the Sunflower State was considered so critical was that
most politicians believed that coming into the convention Kennedy
was within fifty votes of the nomination. Kansas' twenty-one votes
could be critical to Kennedy's chances. The presidential candi-
dates renewed their efforts in wooing the Kansas delegation. 55 ·
Joe Saia and the Kansas delegation arrived in Los Angeles
on July 11, and immediately the state delegation held its first
caucus. Theodore H. White, in his book Th~ Making of the President
1960, described what happens when a state delegation caucuses:
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As each state gathers its delegation far from
home to caucu~ the internal politics of every state
becomes tangled with the greater national issues,
and with the ambitions and personal hopes of their
leaders. In each, new wounds are cut,.new enmities
are seeded. 56
The caucus that day was filled with heated debate because
George Docking had earlier withdrawn as favorite son candidate
and requested that the delegation go for Kennedy.57 One of the
chief motivations for Docking's announcement was the increasing
talk that Docking was being considered as Kennedy's running mate.
Robert Kennedy, John's campaign manager, appeared before the
delegation at the caucus and encouraged the talk of Docking for
Vice President.· Robert Kennedy stated irr his speech before the
delegatio~ "I would say that we have five or six persons in
mind for the post and Governor Docking is certainly among these.
He has been friendly to us and we certainly regard him highly."58
The delegation, however, refused to follow Docking's lead,
and led by Paul Aylward, Ellsworth County chairman and leader of
the Symington faction, voted to remain committed to Docking. The
mood of the rebellious faction was expressed by Congressman J.
Floyu Breeding when he declared: " •.• the only way Senator
Kennedy would get Kansas' 21 votes on the first roll call .••
would to promise the vice presidency definitely to Dccking."59
This move by the Kansas delegation upset the Kennedy forces.
When Docking withdrew he had promised all of the Sunflower
State's twenty-one votes to Kennedy, and according to their
calculations these votes were desperately needed. 60 The Kennedy
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organization realized that they would have to win on the first
couple of ballots for, as Saia explained, after that time
Kennedy's support would decline with each ballot until he was
forced out of the race. 61
The Kennedy campaign organization was phenomenal. Led by
Robert Kennedy, it kept a constant count on each delegate's
position. This was done by floor leaders who were assigned to
each state. Each floor leader was given a card for every
delegate assigned to him. The card listed the delegate's name,
occupation, hobby, marital status, children, and religion. These
floor leaders were instructed to report any change in th~
delegation immediately to the Kennedy headquarters. There in
Room 3308 of the Biltmore Hotel, every hour through the convention,
the Kennedy organization compiled fresh vote counts,62 and had an
accurate record on which state delegations needed further work.
Saia was impressed with the campaign organization which Kennedy
had put together and labeled it the best he·had seen. 63
The importance of the Kansas vote and the wavering of, the
delegation prompted Robert Kennedy to seek a personal interview
with some of the.state's politicians. The request was granted,
and in Joe Saia's room in the Alexandria Hotel on ~onday evening
the younger Kennedy addressed the group. At the meeting Kennedy
lost patience with the bickering that was taking place in the
Kansas delegation, and standing on Joe's bed, asked why Kansas
was not going for his brother. He reminded them that in the past
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year John Kennedy came to the state two or three times to help
the Democratic Party and he could not understand why Kansas would
not go for him. After the meeting with Ken~edy, two or three
wavering delegates returned. to Kennedy, again making Hargis'
the key vote. 64
Saia now had lost patience with Hargis and demanded to
know why he was not going for Kennedy as he had promised. The
congressman answered that he had to switch to Symington because
he received a number of phone calls from his home county of
Montgomery, especially from the city of Coffeyville not to vote
for Kennedy because he'was a Catholic. There was, however,
evidence that Hargis was ~sing religion merely as an excuse,
and that the real reason was Sam Smith's promised teamster
support for his re-election campaign if he went for Symington. 65
Smith's role in the convention can be explained: he was
state president of the teamsters' union. The teamsters developed
a considerable amount of animosity toward Kennedy because of
Robert Kennedy's role as counsel for the Senate Rackets Co~mittee
which investigated charges of corruption by teamsters'president
James Hoffa. 66 Smith was championing Symington because he was
IEore apt than any other candidate to draw votes from Kennedy in
Kansas. 67
The Crawford County politician, confronted with these
facts, considered Hargis' maneuverings a personal affront to him.
He believed that the Congressman was obligated to keep his
promise as a matter of honor to the district chairman. One of
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the surest methods of drawing Saia's ire is to go back on a
promise behind his back. When confronted with such a situation
Saia seldon forgot it and strove to seek retribution. The
third district chairman threatened Hargis that he would take
care of him at the next election. 68 In 1962, Saia showed that
he was a man of his word.
The Kansas delegation was still stalemated when the second
caucus was held on July 12. Symington spoke at the meeting and
urged his supporters to continue to stand with him. Bob Kennedy
also appeared, circulating as one newspaper reported it, "like
an irrigation pump" among the Kansas delegates asking them
to follow their Gbvernor's example and go for his brother. 69
It was decided at the second caucus to ask the parlia-
mentarian of the convention for n rUling as whether it was
mandatory for Kansas to vote as a unit. If the unit rule was
not ironclad and binding, the state would be free to divide its
vote on the roll call since a majority would not be needed. 70
The political fighting among the delegation was not
restricted to the caucus room, nor was it restricted to oral
battles. On several occasions political discussions erupted
into fist fights as was the case at the Kansas delegation
reception. Robert Docking, son of Governor George Docking, and
destined to become Governor himself, confronted Pau.l Aylward
charging him of betraying his father by preventing the delegation
from going to Kennedy. One word led to another and before anyone
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knew it, Docking gave Aylward a good punch. There were to be other
71
fights among Kansans during the course of the convention.
On the evening of July 13, the balloting for President took
place. One Kansan commented about that night, i,you know, if we'd
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worked at it, we couldn't have messed it up more." Kansas
Democratic national committeeman Frank Theis placed George Docking's
name in nomination. As soon as he was nominated, Docking withdrew
his name. The Kansas delegation held their final caucus at the
convention hall during the balloting because neither faction could
obtain a majority of the delegation.
George Docking announced at the caucus that the parliamentarian
had ruled that Kansas did not have to follow the unit rUle, and the
delegation immediately voted to suspend the rule. Docking tried one
last appeal for Kennedy, then the delegation was polled on how the
Kansas votes should be cast. The delegation voted that Kansas
should cast ten and a half votes for Kennedy, nine for Symington,
one for Johnson, and one half for Stevenson. Realizing that any
hope for national office was now gone, Docking lost his composure
and left the caucus room. It was reported that as he passed'Aylward
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on his way out he muttered, "To hell with it, you take over."
By the time the Sunflower State's delegation had returned to the
floor, Kansas had already been passed over in the roll, and Wyoming
had put Kennedy over the top. Realizing that Kennedy had won,
Aylward gave up the fight and, finally, Kansas cast all twenty-one
votes for Kennedy. But the vote was now unimportant--Kansas had
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lost its chance for glory; Kennedy was already nominated. Saia
commented that the Kansas delegation had "looked like a bunch of
chumps." The Crawford County politician held the view that the
delegation's actions cost Kansas a Federal Judgeship by not getting
on the Kennedy bandwagon in time. He also thinks that the wavering
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cost Docking his expected place on the cabinet.
There remained now only the business of nominating a Vice
Presidential running mate. When Lyndon Johnson was announced by
Kennedy to be his choice, there were quite a few disturbed labor
and liberal delegates. They had hoped that someone with a more
liberal image would be nominated. Saia also felt disappointment.
But the convention nominated Johnson in a mood that was close to
Saia's: "I wasn't overenthused with Lyndon Johnson, however I felt
that the nominee for President has the right to choose his running
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mate."
So the delegation returned to Kansas to fight the November
campaign. The new wounds and enmities, to use Theodore White's
words, made themselves felt in the election, especially in the
Hargis race in the third district. Hargis was defeated in 1960
by the Republican candidate Walter McVey of Independence, who
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campaigned upon the issue of socialism. George Docking lost in
his attempt for a third term as Governor of Kansas. Saia retu-rned
to Cl:'awford County and gave his attention to the immediate task
ahead, the electing of the Democratic ticket.
While most of the Kansas Democrats suffered in the eyes of
Kennedy as a result of the convention, Saia escaped. Shortly after
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after the election. Saia turned the offer down because had he
accepted he would have had to resign as county commissioner. The
Just beforefor the work he had done for him at the convention.
President Kennedy offered Saia the position of U.S. Marshall
Crawford County Democrats to attend, Saia sat on the platform with
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Kennedy. Kennedy asked Joe to join him in his swing through
gat ion at the convention, but that he knew that he had done his
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part and he appreciated his efforts.
At the rally, for which he ~ad organized four chartered buses of
Kansas. Kennedy tol~ Saia that he really needed the Kansas dele-
the convention he rt.ceived a letter from John Kennedy thanking Joe
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election day Kennedy made a campaign appearance in Joplin, Missouri.
county commissioners and the county clerk would have appointed his
successor if he had resigned. Since the county clerk and one of
the commissioners were Republicans his successor would have been
80
a Republican, something Joe just would not permit. As Saia put
it: "I realized that by my leaving that I would throw the [!::raw-
ford County] commission into the hands of the Republicans who
but J08 had not forgotten what Hargis had done at Los Angeles.
Saia as district chairman campaigned strenuously for Hargis
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in 1960 and the Congressman carried Crawford County by 1,265 votes
Coffeyville for his actions at Los Angeles. Hargis, in a comeback
would put a lot of people out of work, and I felt that I was duty
81
"bound to not let my voters down.
Saia would wait until 1962 to repay the former congressman from
106
attempt from his defeat in 1960, filed for the Democratic nomination
for Congress in 1962.
The district chairman immediately searc~ed for a candidate to
oppose Hargis. Saia settled upon Wade Meyers of Emporia after asking
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one or two individuals to make the race. Joe accompanied Meyers
wherever he spoke and introduced him to party leaders throughout the
district. Whenever Hargis also ~ppeared at a meeting he protested
the idea of the district chairman taking an active role in a party
primary fight.
Saia answered these charges saying that he was there not as a
district chairman but as a concerned Democrat because he realized
the importance of having a Democrat in Congress. Hargis, the
.Crawford County Democrat charged, was a "dead horse." Joe stated
84
that he wanted a Democrat nominated who could be elected.
Hargis appointed Joe Pucci, a former Saia lieutenant, as his
county chairman in an effort to circumvent Joe Saia's support of
Meyers. The former Congressman downplayed the weight of the Saia
org~nization in the county and expressed faith in the abil~ty of
Pucci to carry Crawford County for him. The Crawford County
Democratic chairman took up the challenge issued over his control
of the party in the county. Saia put the full weight of his
85
organization in an all out effort to carry the county for Meyers.
On primary election day Joe had his vindication: not only had
Meyers carried Crawford County overwhelmingly but had also won the
Democratic nomination for Congress.
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from the third district to the board of commissioners giving the
Saia's hard work paid off on election
The first political crisis Saia faced in 1970 involved the
the Democratic Party in the county. A Democrat was elected in 1968
Republican candidate for Congress. Skubitz, since he was born and
raised in the county,was expected to carry Crawford. Saia spent
The years between 1964 and 1970 were relatively calm years for
In the general election Meyers would face Joe Skubitz, the
vote Joe received in 1962 dropped almost eleven points below his
88
1958 vote.
long. Joe Saia, in 1970, saw two challenges on his control of the
spent on Meyers hurt Saia's own campaign. The percentage of the
his own re-election race.
day. Meyers carried the county with fifty-three per cent of the
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vote although losing the district race. However, the effort he
so much time working for Meyers that he showed iittle concern for
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his former ally, J. P. Gendusa, the other by a group of Democrats
Democrats control of the commission. This would not, however, last
the county and created animosities that would last for years.
Democratic Party in Crawford County. These challenges, one led by
sought office in 1966. The origins of the split are still not
Gendusa that he was going to have Grassie defeated. Gendusa was
Democratic county attorney, Vernon D. Grassie. Joe Saia originally
who wanted to reform the party, dominated the political news of
clear. One factor was Phil Saia, Joe's son, suggestion to Joe
supported Vern Grassie and provided campaign funds when he first
108
Grassie's fOl~er assistant county attorney, and his son-in-law,
Mike McCurdy was Grassie's assistant county attorney.
The furor was initiated when a group of·young Pittsburg
lawyers convinced Peter Fara:bi to run against Grassie in the
Democratic primary. Immediately after Farabi announced he was
entering the race, charges circulated that Saia had picked Farabi
to run. Farabi denied the charges. In an interview with the
Pittsburg Headlight-Sun he stated that he had gone to Saia before
he announced to inform him of his intentions. According to
89
Farabi, Joe instructed him that he intended to remain neutral.
The Frontenac Democrat recalls that he advised the group to oppose
Grassie because they had little chance of success. Saia stated
90
that he absolutely did not ask anyone to enter the race.
Jge Sain was, nevertheless, dragged into the factional dispute.
Gendusa, on JUly 18, ran a large ad in the Pittsburg Headlight-Sun
charging that Phil Saia was behind the campaign against Grassie.
Gendusa also charged Phil Saia with threatening Grassie with physical
violence and violating the Hatch Act. Gendusa further warned that
the "Spigarelli clan of Frontenac, 'Republicans now turned Democrats'
91
were trying to cOiltrol the party.'~ As expected, the ad
temporarily ended the long alliance between Gendusa and Saia that
had been responsible for making the Democratic Party a formidable
political organization. The Pittsburg Headlight-Sun realized the
importance of the impending schism:
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Destruction of the Democratic Party as the success-
ful political organization it has been in Crawford County
for the past 40 years appears to be threatened by a
primary election battle for the Democratic nominee for
county attorney that has ripped asunder the leadership
which has made9~he par~y a strong political organization
in the county.
Joe Saia placed an ad in the Pittsburg paper on July 27 to ex-
plain his position and state that he was not responsible for the
opposition to Grassie. Saia concluded the ad with the following
statement:
I will not sacrifice the good of all candidates,
the good of the party, for the sake of one race as
Gendusa proposes. As far as I am concerned the matter
is in the hands of the Democratic voters. After that
I hope we can work together towards victory in November.
If we do not the party - and the welfare of the peopie
will suffer. 93
Grassie defeated Farabi by a large margin in the primary election.
Since there was no Republican candidate for the office, Grassie was
assured another term. Grassie's second term, 1971-1973 was a con-
stant and open battle between Grassie and Saia. The factional dispute
was of consequence to county government - almost every commission
meeting witnessed a confrontation between the county attorney and
the commissioner from the second district. Joe Saia's dispute with
Vern Grassie continued, in fact, through the 1972 election. Grassie
in the 1972 campaign accused the Frontenac Democrat of supporting
the Republican candidate for county attorney against him. The.
Republican candidate, John Gariglietti was a Democrat before filing
for county attorney. Gariglietti denied throughout the campaign
that he received any help from Saia. The Republican candidate for
no
county attorney admitted, however, that before he decided to make the
race as a Republican, he was asked by the Democratic County chairman
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to run in the Democratic primary against Gra~sie but he refused.
The schism between the two warring Democrats continued unabated
at a Democratic rally in Arma. Grassie accused the county Democratic
vice chairman of using volunteers at the party's headquarters to call
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Democrats and ask them not to vote for Grassie. He also charged
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the Democratic County chairman with misusing campaign funds.
Saia addressed tge Democratic gathering toward the end of the
rally. He was greeted with a standing ovation. "Obviously you have
confidence in me," the Democratic chairman exclaimed, "On November 8,
a mandate of the people will say, 'Honest Joe never told a lie in
his life.,11 The Frontenac Democrat disclaimed any misuse of party
funds and challenged Grassie "to show on the record when I contri-
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buted one single dime to the opposition."
The issue of the use of party funds climaxed on November 6,
1972, when Grassie announced he planned to conduct an official in-
vestigation into the dispensation of party funds if Saia dip not
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provide him with the party's complete financial records. The
Demoeratic party chief acceded to the county attorney's demands
and on December 19, 1972, after hiring a public accountant to audit
100
the party's records, turned these records over to Grassie.
after receiving the records took no further action.
Grassie,
The party fight between Grassie and Saia concluded on December 8,
1973. At a special meeting of the Democratic Central Committee a
III
vote of confidence resolution for Saia was passed overwhelmingly.
Joe addressed the Democratic precinct committee people after the
vote of confidence and thanked them for thei~ confidence. Shortly
after the meeting, Grassie Left the Democratic Party and was de-
feated when he ran as a Republican for judge of the district court
in 1974. Another challenge to Saia's power involved a group of
Democrats who felt the party needed to be reformed. This group of
young Democrats were led by C. A. (Chuck) Menghini and Donald
Allegrucci. Their successful voter registration campaign in 1968
caused them to believe that they were entitled to have greater
voice in party affairs. Chuck Menghini described the chasm as
"a difference between the old style 'bossism' as opposed to the
101
new style politics."
As time progressed, the chasm dividing the party regulars and
the new politics adherents widened. These Democrats who could be
considered as belonging to the liberal wing of the party were con-
cerned that elements were ignored by the Democratic central committee
and felt that Saia had served too long as county chairman.. The
spark that ignited the controversy was the personality conflict be-
102
tween Menghini and Saia. This is very con1ffion in county factional
fights. Such disputes were generally between two dominant
personalities with differing goals and no intention of compromising.
This was the case in the struggles between Saia and Sandidge, Saia
and Grassie, and Saia and Gendusa.
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Chuck Menghini had been active in the civil rights movement at
the University of Kansas in the early 1960's. He became active in
politics as a Democrat in 1964 after Senator ~arry Goldwater was
selected us the Republican nominee for President. Despite the work
Menghini had done for the party, Saia never fully trusted him. This
distrust is partially due to the fact that the Menghini family had
103
long been Republicans although Chuck himself was not a Republican.
The split between Menghini and Saia accelerated with each
sniping at the other through the newspaper. The Democratic 60unty
opposition for the reform leaders in precinct elections.) Saia
(The Frontenac Democratic leader provided. hand-pickedparty primary.
chairman had opportunity to end the liberals' agitations in the 1970
explained his actions to the Pittsburg Headlight-Sun saying, "I
104
thought in two or three instances there should be some new faces."
These instances involved Allegrucci, Menghini, and the central
committee's secretary, Harold McMurry. Saia was, by and large,
successful with his purge.· Allegrucci and Menghini were defeated,
but McMurry retained his party post. With these successes ~ny real
chance of unseating Saia disappeared.
The reformers held a meeting after the primary to take stock of
the situation and decide their course of action. It was agreed that
the only method open to them was to challenge Saia as county chair-
man. DOll Allegrucci warned the group that it was not sufficient to
merely want Joe out of office. Some alternate leadership had to be
proposed. Several challengers were mentioned but none wanted to
113
make the race. Menghini made it clear that he wanted Saia out as
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county chairman and that he did not want the job for himself.
Finally it was informally agreed that Harold.McMurry would face Joe,
106
and that Pauline Brunetti would run for vice chairman.
The Democratic Central Committee reorganizational meeting was
held in Franklin on August 14, 1970. Don Allegrucci described the
107
proceedings as a "pure railroad sham." Soon after the meeting
was called to order, Claude C. Walker, a precinct committeeman from
Frontenac and an ally of Saia's, moved that all rules be suspended
and that the convention re-elect Saia as county chairman. The
motion was immediately seconded by the precinct committeeman, Peter
108
Kennedy, who had defeated Menghini in the primary. The objections
were that a suspension of the rules motion would require a two-
thirds vote of approval. The chairman of the meeting, Saia, asked
that the motion be withdrawn. When Walker refused, the chair asked
that a standing vote be taken on the motion. Among the shouting and
confusion the convention attempted to take a standing vote. Cries for
a secret ballot were raised and ignored; it was determined that Saia
had been re-elected by a vote of fifty-two to twelve. A similar vote
was taken for vice chairman and Saiats candidate, Henrietta Scott,
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defeated Pauline Brunetti by a vote of forty-two to twenty-two. The
refonners met after the meeting to discuss the possibility of a pro-
test. They considered a law suit, but since state law was ambigious




A letter was drawn up on August 18 by Allegrucci and Menghini
and signed by six precinct committee persons. The letter challenged
the meeting of August 14, and asked the stat,e comilli ttee, to call
another county organization'meeting. The letter challenged the
Franklin meeting on eight counts; the main complaints were the vote
111
on the suspension of the rules and a lack of a secret ballot.
The letter to the Democratic state committee was released to
the press. Saia, when asked by the Kansas City Star to comment on
the letter, replied, "Allegrucci and Menghini are just sore because
they got defeated as precinct committeemen." The Frontenac Democrat
stated that he had supported the call for a secret ballot but that
112
it was ignored by the rest of the meeting. Joe off3red a comment to
the Pittsburg Headlight-8un, "I normally welcome new people into
the party, but we don't need Mr. Menghini's kind. I offer him back
113
to the Republican party from where he came. " The state Democratic
committee responded on October 1. Norbert Dreiling, the state
Democratic chairman, pointed out in a letter to Menghini that the
state committee had no authority to deal with the matter ~nd that
if the dissidents wished to take any further actions, they would have
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to go through the courts.' Allegrucci and Menghini, upon receiving
that reply, admitted defeat and decided not to take the case any
further. Not all of the reformers, however, agreed to drop the cause.
Elaine Emmett, a Democratic precinct committeewoman from
Pittsburg circulated a petition calling for a new central committee
meeting to be held. Mrs. Emmett, after securing sixteen precinct
115
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committee persons signatures, presented the petition to Saia. The
petition stirred up the controversy once again, but little came of
it and the movement for another election of the party officials died
for lack of support.
There were uncanny resemblances between the Franklin meeting
and a gathering in Girard in 1938. The fight in,both cases centered
around an insurgent demand for a secret ballot, and in both cases
the insurgents were unorganized and were outmanuevered by the regular
Democratic organization. There were important differences, however,
between the targets of the protests. Sandidge was defeated and lost
his influence in the party because he did not have enough.foresight
to accommodate the reformers of the party. Joe Saia, on the other
hand, realized that in order to survive, the Party needed reformers
in the party. He successfully recruited most of the insurgents into
the Democratic organization by the 1974 election. Elaine Emmett was
selected as a delegate to the 1974 Democratic National Midterm
Convention due to, in a large part, Saia's support and Donald
Allegrucci was appointed as county chairman for the 1974 Democratic
congressional candidate. This is why Saia has retained control of
the party today while othe·r "old guard" party leaders in other
counties have lost their influence in party affairs.
Joe Saia in the three decades he has been the main force in the
Party has built the Democratic Party of Crawford County into an
efficient vote-getting machine. He accomplished it through grass
116
root political organization, filling the ticket, hard work, using his
position as county commissioner to carry out the platform of the
party, and to securing jobs. The Frontenac ~emocrat's control of the
Party's appartus has survived over the years despite numerous
challenges.
The Crawford County political leader, in a letter to Governor
Robert Docking in 1972, described how the Party has achieved its
successes:
...when I commenced my life in politics ... I knew
nothing about state or national politics. I only knew that
in Crawford County the word Democrat was next to a swear
word. • •
A handful of us attempted to and did, in fact, change
this condition ..• We did this with hard work, hard-nosed
in-fighting putting our money where our mouth was, and most
important, by taking care of our own. We got young people
jobs. We helped them help themselves out of this poverty
stricken area. We indeed worked at grass roots politics
and now we are counted in the ranks of the Democratic
Counties on election day.116
Joe Saia, in his career in state, national, and local politics has
indeed been the "master of his situation" and justly deserves the title
of "Mr. Democrat of Southeast Kansas."
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CONCLUSION
Crawford County politics have not been the same since D. J.
"Joe" Saia was elected county commissioner in 1938. He has, in
the thirty-six years, left his mark on almost every governmental
activity in the county. Any study of Crawford County's govern-
ment and politics would not be complete without an examination
of the Democrat from Frontenac and the influence he has had on
the county's political history.
Crawford County politics before Saia took office were divided
into three spheres of influence; the western farm area, Pittsburg,
and the coal fields of the northeastern section of the county.
Traditionally, the residents of the coal fields were ignored and
distrusted because of its large immigrant working-class population.
Joe Saia's election and acquisition of power changed the situation;
today the former coal fields receives the same attention as the
rest of the county.
It was natural for Joe Saia to become involved in politics.
He was raised in an environment where social injustice existed. His
father was active in the local district of the United Mi~e Workers
and instilled in his son the spirit of fighting for the disadvantaged
and oppressed. Joe obtaIned his early political education serving
on a union pit committee in the mines. It was at this grass-roots
level of the United Mine Workers that the young Saia learned-the
value of organization. After the mines closed, Saia became active
in practical politics. He was active in the VWA and led the efforts
to organize a WPA workers' union. His WPA activities led to a
123
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struggle with the county Democratic chairman and Saia's decision
to run for county commissioner.
The objective of politics is acquiring, holding, and dispensing
of power and no one in Crawford County has understood this better
than Joe Saia. He realized that if there was any hope for the
oppressed and unemployed in the county it was through control of
the county government. The federal government was too distant,
and the state government was too preoccupied with rural concerns
to help the former coal miners. Saia felt by controlling the
machinery of the county government, which administered the relief
programs, the most good could be accomplished.
The years spent in the mines and WPA taught Saia how to fight
for his beliefs and the value of grass-roots organization. It was
these skills he acquired and the trust he gained from the voters
that resulted in his election as county commissioner in 1938.
Once elected, Joe Saia realized that in order to serve the people,
he would have to perpetuate his power. That is why, over the
years, he has acquired a reputation as a hard-nosed fighter when-
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Source: William E. Powell, "The Historical Geography of The Impact of
Coal Mining upon the Cherokee - Crawford Coal Field of Southeastern
Kansas," 250-254
APPENDIX III
THE DECLINE OF DEEP SHAFT MINING IN CRAWFORD COUNTY, KANSAS
Number Numb .







































ETHNIC POPULATION STATISTICS FOR CRAWFORD COUNTY, KANSAS
Foreign Born Inhabitants in Crawford County, Kansas
by PrincipalCountry of Origin
Year Total Austria England France Germany Ireland Italy Poland Yugoslavia
1890 3,483 149 623 260 1,029 308 98 8
1900 4,368 412 639 385 929 267 541
1910 8,474 1,843 767 708 1,339 214 1,787
1920 9,483 1,462 706 749 812 144 2,300 338 567·
1930 4,923 685 1,232 576 1,760 523 1,989 239 1,029
I-' 1940 3,498 429 249 262 352 33 984 92 441w
w 1950 2,444 322 246 197 191 20 694 60 335
Chart compiled from U. S. Census 1890-1950
Numbers of Immigrant Stock in Crawford County (1930)












Chart compiled from Fifteenth Census of the United States: 1930
APPENDIX V
MAP OF' CHAWFORD COUNTY', KANSAS INDICATING VOTING
PRECINCTS AND BOvNDARIES OF' SECOND COMMISSIONER
DISTRICT - 1938 lJ"NTIL REAPPORTIVNMENT IN 1970',
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Source: Crawford County Clerk
APPENDIX VI
MAP OF CRAWFORD COUNTY, KANSAS INDICATING VOTING
PRECINCTS AND BOUNDARIES OF SECOND COA~ISSIONER
DISTRICT FOLLOWING REAPPORTIO~1ENT IN 1970
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Source: Crawford County Clerk
APPENDIX VII
SELECTED ELECTION STATISTICS
FOR CRAWFORD COUNTY, KA,!~SAS
YEAR 1938
County Commissioner Average
Saia Parmenter Contested County Races * Secretary of S!ate
Precinct Votes Percent Votes Percent De:nocratic Republican Democratic Republican
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent)** (Percent)**
Curranville 117 60.9 75 39.1 56.0 44.0 59.1 40.9
'[?-,le 68 52.3 62 47.7 55.0 45.0 55.8 44.2
N81 fJun 145 66.5 73 43.5 60.1 39.9 59.1 40.9
Radley 72 58.1 52 41. 9 55.2 44.8 55. 0 45.0
D-unkirk
~
136 81.9 30 18.1 68.8 31.2 71.,9 28.1
Ringo 85 62.0 52 38.0. 60.4 39.6 62.3 37.7
North Arma 268 54.3 226 45.7 56.2 43.8 54.0 46.0
South Arma 208 53.4 181 46.6 49.1 49.9 48.6 51.4
Franklin , 219 57.5 162 42.5 55.9 44.1 59.0 41.0
Frontenac:
l-W 187 64.7 102 35.3 55.3 44.7 56.7 42.3
2-W 151 72.6 57 27.4 54.2 45.8 54.5 45.5
3-W 99 63.1 58 36.9 41.9 58.1 43.5 56.5
4-W 104 63.8 59 36.2 43.1 56.8 45'.3 54.7
Smelter 236 60.2 156 39.8 61,6 38.4 67.0 33.0
Pittsburg:
I-P, 4-W 351 54.3 I 295 45.7 55.6 44.4 58.5 41.5
2-P, 4-W 233 41.8
I
325 58.2 48.8 51.2 51.8 48.2
3-P, 4-W 328 58.0 238 42.0 52.7 47.3 65.5 34.5
4-P, 4-W 395 47.4 439 52.6 56.2 43.8 67.8 32.2
Total 3,404 56.3 2.. 642 43.7 55.2 44.8 58.9 41.1
* County Clerk, County Treasurer, Register of Deeds
County Attorney, Probate Judge and Sheriff
~* Percent of total vote cast for candidates from two major parties.
SELECTED ELECTION STATISTICS
) FOR CRAWFORD COUNTY, KANSAS
YEAR 1942
County Commissioner Average
Saia Pierce Contested County Races * Secretary of State
Precinct Votes Percent Votes Percent DeT:locratic Republican Democratic R-:,oublican--'---
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent)** (Percent)**
Curranville 81 68.6 37 31.4 55.7 44.3 66.7 3.3.3
Vale 83 66.9 41 33.1 47.1 52.8 51.9 48.l
Nelson 93. 75.6 30 24.4 56.5 43.5 61.8 48.2
Radley 92 74.2 32 25.8 47.3 52.7 56.4 43.6
Dunkirk 109 88.6 14 11.4 54.0 46.0 58.0 12.0
Hingo 82 66.1 44 33.9 56.0 44.0 63.7 36.3
Crowe 311 78.5 86 21.5 35.1 64.9 39.7 60.3
South Arma 263 80.9 62 19.1 43.6 56.4 49.4 50.6
Franklin 282 80.1 70 19.8 42.5 57.5 50.6 4.9.4
Frontenac:
~
l-W 176 78.2 49 21.8 52.2 47.8 51. 5 48.5 .;.0
2-','1 173 92.5 14 7.5 54.2 45.8 57.9 42.1
3-W 139 91.4 13 8.6 38.6 61.4 34.4 65.6
4-W 1,60 93.0 12 7.0 49.1 50.9 47.5 52.5
Smelter 165 63.2 96 36.8 52.8 47.2 53.9 46.1
Pittsburg:
I-P, 4-W 288 64.1 161 35.6 52.1 52.1 48.6 51.4
2-P, 4-W 231 61.9 142 38.1 49.6 50.4 58.2 41.8
3-P, 4-W 230 65,0 124 35.0 56.5 43.5 63.0 37.0
4-P, 4-W 323 58.8 226 31.2 50.0 50.0 70.2 29.8
Total 3,316 72.5 1.257 27.5 49.5 50.5 55.8 44.2
* County Cler~, County Treasurer, Register of Daeds,
County Attorney, Probate Judge, and Sheriff
** .Percent of total vote cast for candidates from two major parties.
SELECTED ELECTION STATISTICS
FOR CRAWFORD COUNTY, KANSAS
YEAR 1946
Co~nty Commissioner Average
Saia Simoncic Contested County Races * Secretary of State
Precillct Votes Percent Votes Per~ent Democratic Republican ·Democratic RepUblican
(Percent) (Percent) (Perc-e.'l.t) ** (Percent)**
(;urranville 55 51. 9 51 48.1 47.0 53.0 64.8 35.2
Yale 39 41.9 54 58.1 58.4 41.6 57.1 42.9
Helson 81 71. 7 32 28.3 56.2 43.8 64.8 35.2
Radley 113 84.3 31 15.7 57.4 42.6 67.9 32.1
Dunki;:-k 107 81.1 25 13.9 60.9 39.1 72.8 27.2
Ringo 90 61.6 56 38.4 56.7 43.3 62.1 37.9
North Arma 298 66.2 152 33.8 55.6 44.4 64.8 35.2
South Arma 203 55.8 161 44.2 49.9 50.1 51.4 48.6
Franklin 236 63.1 138 36.8 47.7 52.3 57.7 42.3
Frontenac: ~
l-W 251 85.7 42 14.3 49.3 50.7 57.3 42.7
~
~
2-W 192 88.1 26 11.9 55.8 44.2 58.3 41. 7
3-W 172 90.1 19 9.9 53.6 46.4 55.0 45.0
4-W 193 86.5 30 13.5 52.4 47.6 54.2 45.8
Smelter 235 72.1 91 27.9 56.6 43.4 60.6 39.4
Pittsburg:
I-P, 4-W 340 62.3 I 206 37.7 57.5 42.5 60.4 39.6
2-P, 4-W 251 55.7 . 194 4'1.3 54.2 45.8 61.6 38.4
3-P, 4-W 269 65.6 141 34.4 61.3 39.7 69.1 30.6
4-P, 4-W 425 59.9 284 40.1 57.1 42.9 63.0 37.0
Tutal 3,546 67.1 1, '137 32.9 55.0 45.0 60.9 39.1
* County Clerk, Register of Deeds, County Attorney,
Probate Judge, and Sheritf
~* Percent of total vote cast for candidates from two major parties.
SELECTED ELECTION STATISTICS
FOR CRAWFORD COUNTY, KANSAS
YEAR 1950
County Commissioner Average
Saia Geier Contested County Raccs * Secretary ot State
Precinct Votes Percent Votes Percent Democratic Republican Democratic Republican
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent)** (Percent)**
Curranville 58 52.4 35 37.6 58.7 41.3 73.8 26.2
Yale 64 80.0 16 20.0 63.5 36.5 64.4 35.4
Nelson 57 65.5 30 34.5 50.0 50.0 56.1 43.9
fiadley III 80.4 27 19.6 60.3 38.7 65.3 34.7
Dunkirk 113 84~3 21 15.7 71. 7 28.3 80.1 19.9
Ringo 64 59.8 43 40.2· 57.4 42.6 69.0 ::11.0
No~th Arma 344 75.4 112 24.6 49.7 50.3 69.8 30.2
South Arma 28~ 77.3 83 22.7 52.6 47.4 61.4 38.6
r'ranklill 212 68.6 97 31.4 50.5 49.5 54.4 35.6
Frontenac: ~tI-
1-\'1 202 79.2 53 21.8 58.5 41.5 65.2 34.8 t~
a-w 211 89.4 25 11.6 64.1 35.9 63.6 36.4
3-W 144 33.2 29 16.8 58.9 41.1 63.7 36.3
4-'11 163 84.5 30 15.5 59.7 40.3 6::l.0 37.0
Sme:1ter 298 72.0 116 28.0 60.9 39.1 58.6 31.4
Pittsburg:
I-P, 4;..\'1 364 75.4 I 119 24.6 57.8 42.2 62.7 37.3
2-P, 4-W 172 62.5 103 37.5 58.5 41.5 70.6 29.4
3-P, ·4-W 288 65.1 154 34.9 54.5 45.5 73.9 26.1
4-P, 4-W 463 62.0 284 38.0 60.3 39.7 69.1 30.9
Total 3,610 72.3 1',377 27.7 57.5 42.5 67.0 33.0
* County Clerk, County Treasurer, Register of Deeds, County Attorney,
Probate Jud~e and Sheriff
** Percent of total vote cast for candidates from two major parties.
" .
SELECTED ELECTION STATISTICS
FOR CRAWFORD COUNTY, KANSAS
YEAR 1954
County Commissioner Average
Saia Schallo Contested County Races '" SecretaEY of State
P1"ecinct Votes Percent Votes Percent Democratic Republican Democratic !i.~publ1can
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent)** (Percent)**
CU:Lranville 55 73.3 20 26.7 69.9 30.1 78.9 21.1
xale 5'1 70.1 13 29.9 76.1 23.9 77.0 23.0
~e1son 57 63.3 33 36.7 6E'.9 34.1 70.7 29.3
P.auley 83 72.2 32 28.8 71.8 28.2 75.0 25.0
Dunkirk 91 81.3 .21 18.7 76.2 23.8 80.6 19.4
Ringe 53 54.6 44 45.4 65.3 34.7 '75.9 24.1
North Arma 324 78.6. 88 21.4 71.4 28.6 73.7 26.3
South Arma 196 69.5 86 30.5 56.0 44.0 56.3 43.7
2ranklin 213 73.4 77 26.6 69.9 30.1 69.2· 30.8
I"rontenac: '",
I-IV 196 80.0 49 20.0 64.7 35.3 64.3 35.7 "'"(..)
2-W 217 86.8 33 13.2 73.1 26.9 74.2 25.8
3-W 120 85.1 21 14.9 68.0 32.0 72.3 27.7
4-W 132 80.0 34 20.0 70.1 29.9 63:4 36.6
Smelter 270 73.4 98 /26.6 67.0 33.0 67.9 32.1
Pittsburg:
I-P, 4-W 248 58.9
I
173 41.1 60.3 39.7 62.9 37.1
2-P, 4-W 265 60.1 176 39.9 62.4 37.6 68.3 31. 7
3-P, 4-W 250 62.5 150 37.5 66.8 33.2 72.1 27.9
4-P, 4-W 460 66.4 233 33.7 65.1 34.9 68.2 31.8
rota1 3,284 70.4 1,~82 29.6 66.4 43.6 68.8 :n.2
,.. County Clerk, County Treasurer, Register of Deeds, County Attorney,
.Probate JUdge and Sheriff
>I< Percent of total vote cast for candiaates from two major parties.
SELECTED ELECTION STATISTICS
FOR CRAWFORD COUNTY, KANSAS
YEAR 1958
County Commissioner Average
Saia Scha110 Contested County Races * Secretary of State
Precinct Votes Percent Votes Percent Democratic Republican Democratic Republican
(Percent) (Percent) (Perc~nt)** (Percent)**
Curranvil1e 45 60.8 29 39.2 64.4 35.6 81.8 18.2
Yale 53 72.6 20. 27.4 66.2 33.7 82.5 17.5
Nelson 64 68.0 30 32.0 54.6 45.4 68.4 31.6
Radley 73 64.6 40 35.4 61. 7 33.3 73.3 26.7
Dunkirk 88 85.4 15 14.6 66.3 33.7 8L6 18.4
Ringo 56 58.9 39 41.1 56.0 44.0 75.3 24.7
Nor1,b Arma 307 69.3 136 30.7 62.1 37.9 77.0 23.0
South Arma 251 68.8 114 31.2 60.5 39.5 64.0 36.0
F!'anklin 237 76.5 73 23.5 64.2 35.8 71.3 28.7
Frontenac: ,....
225 77.3 66 22.7 II'-1-W 60.6 39.4 " 72.8 27.2 ~
2-W 264 86.0 ' 43 14.0 64.8 35.2 73.3 26.7
3-W 137 85.1 24 14.9 63.9 3u.l 7~. 7 20.3
4-W 156 84.3 29 15.7 63.0 37.0 77.5 22.5
Smelter 335 65.2 179 34.8 59.5 40.5 71.2 28.8
Pittsburg:
1-P, 4-W 250 55.6 200 44.4 57.0 43.0 67.1 32.9,
2-P, 4-W 276 59.4 189 40.6 61. 7 38.3 72.2 27.8
3-P, 4-W 333 66.1 171 33.9 65.1 34.9 77.8 22.2
4-P, 4-W 535 68.8 269 31.2 61.4 38.6 74.1 25.9
'I'otal 3,685 68.9 1,~66 31.1 62.2 37.8 73.2 26.8
* County Clerk, County Treasurer, Register of Deeds, County Attorney
and Sheriff
'* Percent of total vote cast for candidates from two major parties.
SELECTED ELECTION STATISTICS
FOR CRAWFORD COUNTY, KANSAS
YEAR 1962
County Commissioner Average
Saia Dechairo Contested County Races * Secretary of State
>recinct Votes Percent Votes Percent Democratic Republican Democratic Republican
. (Percent) (Percent) (Percent)** (Percent)*.
:urranville 20 37.7 33 62.3 56.0 44.0 63.8 36.2
rale 40 63.5 23 36.5 63.9 36.1 75.4 24.6
ielson 48 48.5 51 51.5 54.5 45.5 54.3 45.7
(adley 56 59.6 38 40.4 65.6 34.4 76.2 23.8
mnl_irk 68 70.8 28 29.2 70.5 29.5 75.0 25.0
lingo 37 50.0 37 50.0. 63.9 46.1 6~.1 37.9
rorth Arm~ 231 59.1 160 40.9 65.3 34.7 1'2 ~ 6 27.4
:outh Arma 190 51.9 176 48.1 59.5 40.1 60.4 39.6
1ranklin 165 59.6 112 40.4 58.1 41.9 68.0 32.0
/rontenac: ....
l-W 177 60.8 114 39.2 59.9 40.1 62.8 37.2 "'"til
2-W 227 73.9 80 26.1 69.0 31.0 70.:: 29.2
3-W 117 81.8 26 18.2 73.6 26.4 $1.5 36.5
4-Vl 101 63.9 57 36.1 60.0 40.0 61 :0 39.0
Smelter 129 61.4 81 38.6 58.0 42.0 64.9 35.1
'ittsburg:
I-P, 4-W 257 61.6 I' 160 38.4 58.8 41.2 65.9 34.1
2-P, 4-W 208 47.2 I 233 52.8 58.4 41.6 68.1 31.9
3-P, 4-W 257 54.6 214 45.4 56.4 43.6 66.4 33.6
4-P, 4-W 196 60.7 127 39.3 61.6 38.9 70.4 29.6
5-P, 4-W 227 55.5 182 44.5 58.0 42.0 63.4. 36.6
Hospital 103 43.5 13~ 56.5· 49.4 50.6 57.4 42.6
.'otal 2,854 58.0 2,066 42.0 60.2 39.8 66.1 33.9
County Clerk, County Treasurer, Register of Deeds, County Attorney & Sheriff
Percent of total vote cast for candidates from two major parties.
SELECTED ELECTION STATISTICS
FOR CRAWFORD COUNTY, KANSAS
YEAR 1966
County Commissioner Average
Saia Dechairo Contested County Races * Secretary of State
Precinct Votes Pe=cent Votes Percent Democratic Republican Democratic Republican
(Pcrc('nt) (Percent) {Percent)*· (Percent)*.
Parkview 114 63.7 65 36.3 61. 5 38.5 58.9 41.1
Capaldo 15"' 69.2 70 30.8 67.1 32.9 68.1 31. 9
North Arma 261 63.5 150 36.5 72.5 27.5 68.0 32.0
S;')'.1th Arma 232 61.2 147 38.8 68.4 31.6 58.8 41.2
Franklin 196 71.0 80 29.0 73.2 26.8 73.2 26.8
Frontenac:
l-W 215 73.9 76 26.1 64.4 35.6 66.:: 33.8
2·-W 253 80.1 63 19.9 68.3 31. "' 60.9 39.1
3-W 115 79.9 29 20.1 72.6 27.4 73.9 26.1
4-W 113 72.4 43 27.6 68.7 31.3 68.3 31. 7 '-'




I-P, 4-W 250 68.7 114 31.3 58.2 41.8 60.0 40.0
2-P, 4-W 247 58.8 173 41.2 59.3 40.7 63:5 36.5
3-P, 4-W 411 67.6 197 32.4 60.9 39.1 66.8 33.2
4-P, 4-W 258 73.7 92 26.3 67.4 32.6 71.3 28.7
5-P, 4-W 263 64.9 142 35.1 59.8 40.2 66.5 33.5
I
Hospital 82 59.0 59 41.0 54.3 45.7 57.0 43.0
rotal 3,247 67.0 1,543 32.2 64.5 35.6 65.2 34.8
* County Clerk, County Treasurer, Register of Deeds, County Attorney
and Sheriff
.. Percent of total vote cast for candidates from two major parties.
SELECTED ELECTION STATISTICS
FOR CRAWFORD COUNTY, KANSAS
YEAR 1970
County Commissioner Average
Saia Bowers Contested Co~nty Races * Secretary of State
Precinct Votes Percent "Votes Percent Democratic Republican Democratic Republican
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent)*'" (Percent) ~:>!<
Arcadia 133 71.5 53 . 28.5 60.7 39.3 69.9 30.1
Lincoln 71 56.8 54 43.2 54.8 45.2 66.0 34.0
MUlberry:
l-;,{ "9 71.8 31 28.2 60.7 39.3 70.8 29.2
2-V'l 83 76.1 26 23.9 66.4 33.6 70.2 29.8
Crowe 56 65.9 29 34.1 47.7 52.3 56.3 43. "
North Arma 256 65.6 134 34.4 60.1 39.9 67.1 32.9
South Arma 274 65.1 147 34.9 60.5 39.5 62.7 37.3
Franklin 78 66.1 40 33.9 64.7 35.3 73.7 26.3
Frontenac:
r...
1-\'/ 231 80.5 56 19.5 60.6 39.4 70.8 29.2
2-W 315 76.1 99 23.9 55.9 44.1 62.3 37.7
3-W ],14 83.2 23 26.8 57.8 42.2 71:.8 28.2
4-W 120 75.5 39 24.5 58.1 41. 9 57.9 42.1
Smelter 59 39.6 90 60.4 46.7 53.3 54.5 45.5
Pittsburg:
I-P, 4-W 178 59.7 120 40.3 54.9 45.1 62.1 ~7.9
2-P, 4-W 186 48.4 198 51.6 53.2 46.8 62.8 37.2
3-P, 4-W 351 59.0 244 41.0 58.4 41.6 65.7 34.3
4-P, 4-W 181 61.1 115 30.9 66.7 33.3 76.2 23.8
5-P, 4-W 202 53.9 173 46,1 53.8 46.2 62.6 37.4
Total 2,967 64.0 1,671 36.0 58.0 42.0 65.4 34.6
'" County Clerk, County Treasurer, Register of Deeds and Sheriff
~'" Percent of total vote cast for candidates from two major parties.
SELECTED ELECTION STATISTICS
FOR CRAWFORD COUNTY, KANSAS
YEAR 1972
C0unty Commissioner Average
Saia Scha110 Contested County Raccs ,.. Sec~ctarl of S~ate-
recinct Votes Percent Votes Percent Democratic Rep;lhlican Democratic Repu1)11can
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent)** (Percent)*'"
arkview 83 59.7 56 40.3 55.8 44.2 73.8 26.2
.n:adia 166 66.4 84 33.6 54.9 45.1 68.3 31. 7
,lncoln 62 51. 7 58 48.3 53.7 46.3 .52.6 47.4
l.lbcr.ry :
1-W 84 58.7 59 41.3 56.2 43.8 63.2 36.8
2-W 109 67.7 52 32.3 59.7 40.3 70.4 29.6
Crowe 63 61.2 40 38.8 53.4 46.6 48.9 51.1
North Arma 282 63.1 165 36.9 61.3 38.7 67.6 32.4
South Arma 294 62.2 179 37.8 58.7 41.3 64.9 35.1
rontenac: ......
I-VI 214 69.3 95 30.7 54.6 45.6 68.0 32.0
~
OJ
2-W 321 67.4 155 32.6 55.4 44.6 65.5 34.5
3-W 122 78.2 34 21.8 53.0 47.0 70.5 29.5
4-W 132 66.3 67 33.7 59.3 40.7 66.1 33.9
Smelter 93 55.7 74 44.3 49.7 50.3 60.6 39.4
ittsburg:
I-P, 4-W 144 40.6 211 59.4 52.1 47.9 61.6 38.4
2-P, 4-\'/ 225 44.6 280 55.4 54.2 45.8 61.5 38.5
3-P, 4-W 343 54.9 282 45.1 56.6 43.4 68.8 31.2
4-P. 4-W 200 62.1 122 37.9 63.8 36.2 73.8 26.2
5-P, 4-W 236 43.9 301 56.1 52.3 47.7 56.8 43.2
ota1 3,173 57.8 2,314 42.2 56.1 43.9 64.1 35.9
County Clerk, County Treasurer, County Attorney, and Sheriff
Percent of total vote cast for candidate from two major parties.
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In light of the recent report concerning hiring practices
under the KPEP as stated by the Governor's press secretary,
I suggest that the taxpayers of Crawford County take a tour
as outlined in this article.
Proceed now north on the By-pass, &.cross north Broadway,
and east to Michigan. There on Michigan, 611 feet south,
you can look to the west and see a large three-story
building. It cost you taxpayers $98,500 (see reason above)
plus $4 J OOO.OOper year interest. It is the unopened Juvenile
Detention Center. From November to March it was cared for
by three of JoeSaials friends at a cost of only $6,000.00
to you taxpayers e The personnel have -now been moved to the
County Courthouse in Girard where they have just completed
. painting the tQilets in pastel pinks and blue;, all for only
1,200.00 per month of your t~xpayors money. That's ~~Z
1 400.00 per year!
As a beginning point, I suggest 4th and the By-pass'.
Proceed north on the By-pass to a point about a quarter
mile north of 20th Street and look to the weste There you
will see the county owned Freeto property. Rast assured as
you gaze on the'vacant buildings that your property is well
pI'otBcted. Three of Mr. Saia's friends are watching it for
,you at a cost of only-!14,400.00 per year. The $98,500 item ,.
, (purchase d at Ie s s than $100,000 so you wouldn I t have to go . " '
to the trouble of voting on it) costs o~ly about $4,000.00
per year for interest. While there, you should note, the red'
brick building located at the front of the property. It is
, now the County Welfare Office.' Rest assured that none of
" . your taxpayer's money (meant for the unemployed under KPEP)


















. ,Go south now, to East Jefferson Street. There vou will . ,"
find the Wal-Lite plant. See any strikers? Seven o~ them, all ,'~'
democrats nd f'riends are being paid y~,OO.OO each month ·of
your taxpayers money. That's only $33,600 per year to subsidize'
strikers ..
.' ' ..GD west now to BroadwllY and :'3outh to the college. You
have an intere s t there, too. At Ie ast tt.'1O l.oyal frien ds are
ru11-time students the~e who receive $400.00 of your tax money
each xllonth,' but that t s only !2.~9,QQ.J?er.....ye~..r_. '
Let's go to Gir~rd now. I otill haven't borrowed the
money to pay my income tax yet, and we can see some interesting
items there.. We may even be 'able to get into the courthouse
,to use the pastel toilets, in case any taxpayer feels the' urge
to vomi t.
, , ..
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